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Abstract
The goal of expected 5th Generation (5G) wireless networks is to bring ultra
high data rates, network throughput and service quality to mobile users in near
future. Regarding to these expectations, the present virtualized and softwarized
network architecture such as Cloud-Radio Access Network (C-RAN) and Software
Defined Networks (SDN) is responsible for performing multiple key tasks such as
allocating radio resources efficiently, providing Network Function Virtualization
(NFV) and intelligent inter-network control/coordination, and flexibly sharing
network resources among different network tenants and etc. Although these
mentioned techniques and approaches already achieved certain progresses but
also face various challenges because of the realistic engineering constraints and
complicated network scenarios.
To this end, this thesis contributes a series of 5G wireless networks optimiza-
tion frameworks and efficient algorithms tackling different network problems in
both theoretical and practical ways. The specific works of the thesis include the
following proposals: a deep research of control plane in future SDN architecture,
which is capable to provide intelligent control functions. Furthermore, based
on such SDN based architecture, a control plane signal optimization framework
is defined and solved, which optimally reduces the potential handover signals
and balances control load between multiple control planes in the SDN enabled
networks.
On the other hand, by introducing network virtualization technologies, this
thesis further proposes an optimization framework to flexibly share radio re-
sources between network operators by using both intra-tenant and inter-tenant
management entity. In addition, downlink signal transmission power control is
also introduced to the framework to engage further resource reuse among tenants
and achieve certain degrees improvement in energy efficiency during network
operations. Due to the high complexity of the proposed optimization problem,
various algorithms are proposed to solve this inter-tenant resource sharing problem
efficiently, and numerical results demonstrate a satisfying improvements in various
network performance.
Finally, a service rate aware resource sharing optimization framework is pro-
posed to bring the previous inter-tenant sharing framework to a more realistic
network architecturing level by considering fronthaul limitation and potential
multi-cell coordinated resource transmission. Since the high complexity of this
optimization problem, novel algorithm is also designed and numerical result
demonstrates satisfying gains in a very complicated 5G networks environment.
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3.1 The SDN based controller should contain some functional capa-
bilities currently residing in S-GW (Serving Gateway) and P-GW
(Packet Gateway) along with the dedicated control nodes of EPC
(Evolved Packet Core) shown with green dashed lines in Fig. 1.
The functional decomposition of S-GW and P-GW is shown by
means of control elements containing necessary APIs to EPC
control nodes and also control logic required for data forwarding.
These programmable control elements for routing modification
etc., can be housed in control nodes in future architectures with
specific APIs only in S-GW and P-GW . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 47
3.2 A generic C/U split wireless architecture with a number of pico
cells (each serving 1 user) and red ones are those could be con-
trolled by both macro controllers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49
3.3 The scenario depicts 2p pico cells that have one unit rate for C-
plane requirement and the handover rate between half of the pico
cell pairs is h and zero for the rest. The two macro controllers have
available capacity Ck = p . Case (a) shows optimal allocation with
zero inter-macro controller handover overhead, case (b) worst-case
allocation of pico cells to macro controllers. . . . . . . . . . . . 57
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In order to plan, develop and deploy future 5G wireless networks, there is a
plethora of technologies, architectural elements and algorithms that will be re-
quired to propel us from the present network architecture. Among those, prominent
position have the concepts of cell densification and multi-tier network architecture
which can be deemed as the two main stream technologies to allow for ultra
high achievable data rates and various service types. It is envisioned that they
will allow us to move towards high cell density and efficient heterogeneity in
wireless access and improve overall service quality and efficiency. An overarching
future 5G architectural paradigm shift is taking place towards the physical and/or
logical split of the Control and User planes (C/U planes), which can be deemed
as concept coming from the nominal SDN based architecture. However, since
user plane performance is inevitably intertwined with that of the control plane,
special attention should be paid to cases of congestion episodes, where limited
control plane capacity might adversely affect overall network performance. To
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1.1 Motivation
alleviate such potential control signal congestion, the thesis firstly provides a novel
functional decomposed architecture and a network-wide optimization framework
for logical C/U split network with emphasis on control plane load balancing and
C-plane load reduction by taking into account inter macro controller handover and
back-hauling limitations.
Meanwhile, to allow network sharing among different operators, network
virtualization was introduced to the core of 5G atchitecturing and well researched
by academia and industry for the last decade. With this capacity, multiple net-
work operators are able to share a common network infrastructure, known as
multi-tenancy/ operator virtualized networks. However, the potential price for
enabling network slicing in multi-tenant/operator virtualized mobile networks is
the underutilization of the scarce wireless and/or network resources. One way to
increase overall network utilization would be to allow inter-tenant sharing, i.e.,
sharing of resources between different network slices. To this end, this thesis also
aims to shed further light into this issue by discussing different possible degrees of
network sharing together with the associated linear integer mathematical programs
that allows to investigate upper bounds on the achievable performance improve-
ment. Furthermore, in order to realize real time and adaptive sharing of resources
a set of scale-free heuristic algorithms are also presented that is amenable for
real-time implementation. Based on the depth of the aforementioned multi-tenant
sharing, different sharing mechanisms are also specified in this thesis. In addi-
tion, by considering the advanced power controlling techniques in recent years,
the proposed inter-tenant resource sharing framework is updated to a new level
that allows variable transmit power during resource allocation, which potentially
motivates higher resource utilization efficiency and energy efficiency in networks.
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To present a comprehensive and practically applicable research, the last pro-
posal of this thesis defines an optimization framework that enables optimal re-
source allocation with satisfying diverse service rate requirements, load offloading
and efficient inter-tenant sharing in a practical fronthaul limited software comput-
ing based network. This proposal takes the realistic future network topology into
account and mathematically defines the practical engineering constraints with the
inter-tenant sharing scheme.
Based on these three main contributions in the thesis, some important issues
related to 5G wireless architecturing and operation are explored and investigated
in the perspectives of networks based optimization. Besides, the state of the
arts in each proposal are all with their novelty, and the numerical experiments
demonstrate the expected performance of all state of the arts.
1.2 Thesis Structure
This thesis consists of six chapters. Chapter 2 provides a comprehensive review on
the background and some related existing approaches and concepts with respect to
the current 5G wireless network development. The detailed explanation related
to the cloud-RAN architecture, SDN, NFV and multi-tier multi-tenant network
is provided. On the other hand, the recent popular state of the arts in network
slicing, resource scheduling and resource allocation are discussed to provide a
well-rounded comparison among these approaches. Finally, a brief introduction of
Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP), the selected optimization model of
technical works in the thesis, is also presented.
In Chapter 3, based on a conceptual Control Plane and User Plane Split (C/U
split) architecture, a novel network functional decomposed topology and control
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plane signal optimization framework are proposed. The framework focuses on
intelligently reduce the potential small cells handover rate and balance the control
signal load in network. The problem is solved by using MILP solver in MATLAB
and the results indicate a aggressive reduction in handover rate in considered
topology compared to greedy method in present state of the art. Meanwhile,
the load balancing is also achieved in the numerical results compared to greedy
method. In addition, the potential trade-off between handover performance and
load balancing performance is also investigated in this chapter.
In Chapter 4, by studying the present state of the art and principle of network
architecturing, an optimization framework to flexibly share and reuse the OFDMA
(Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access) based physical resource block
(PRB) among tenants in a virtualized wireless network is proposed. Moreover,
to aggressively improve the overall network capacity and avoid overwhelming
interference, the proposed framework is further combined with transmission power
controlling technique and shed the light on different degrees of inter-tenant sharing.
In technical aspect, this work defines a resource reuse maximization problem
in a form of MILP, and provides two low complexity algorithms to achieve
improvement in system throughput, per user rate and energy efficiency. To serve
the principle of network architecturing, we introduce conceptual SDN architectures
to implement the proposed framework in order to alleviate the chaos of controlling
signals and inter-tier interference.
Chapter 5 brings the inter-tenant resource sharing to a more practical level in
terms of wireless network engineering. In this chapter, a realistic wireless topology
is considered which has capacity limited fronthaul linking the small cells to core
network/cloud and various service rate traffic for users among different tenants.
To tackle these strict practical constraints, a new inter-tenant resource sharing
19
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optimization framework is defined and linearized. The framework is tested in a set
of numerical experiments and proposed optimal solution and algorithms show a
satisfying gains in various network performance.
The conclusion is given in Chapter 6 and possible directions of future works
are presented.
1.3 Contributions and Relevant Publications
The main contributions of this thesis are listed as follows:
• A conceptual control and user plane decomposed architecture is reviewed
and the details of implementation the architecture is discussed. An opti-
mization framework of control signal load balancing and handover rate
reduction is proposed and performance of which is testified by numerical
investigation.
• An optimization framework of engaging different degrees inter-tenant radio
resource sharing is proposed and two sharing methods are defined. In
addition, algorithms with different complexity are developed to solve the
optimization problem efficiently and performance of which is testified.
• The inter-tenant resource sharing optimization framework is blended with
variable power allocation techniques to further reduce network interference
and sharing efficiency. Similarly, algorithms with different complexity are
developed to solve the optimization problem and performance of which is
testified.
• A practical emerging wireless network scenario is taken into account while
applying the inter-tenant resource sharing scheme. A new optimization
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1.3 Contributions and Relevant Publications
framework is developed to define this novel problem with constraints in
fronthaul capacity and various user service rate. Regarding to this, an
efficient algorithm called IRRA is developed to explore the sub-optimal
solution of the proposal in polynomial time.
The relevant publications are listed as follows:
1. Zainab R. Zaidi, Vasilis Friderikos, Oluwakayode Onireti, Jinwei Gang,
Muhammad A. Imran, "An Integrated Approach for Functional Decomposi-
tion of Future RAN", Energy Management in Wireless Cellular and Ad-hoc
Networks, Springer International Publishing, 2016. (Chapter 3)
2. J. Gang and V. Friderikos, "Control plane load balancing in wireless C/U
split architectures," 2016 IEEE 27th Annual International Symposium on
Personal, Indoor, and Mobile Radio Communications (PIMRC), Valencia,
2016, pp. 1-6. (Chapter 3)
3. J. Gang and V. Friderikos, "Optimal resource sharing in multi-tenant 5G net-
works," 2018 IEEE Wireless Communications and Networking Conference
(WCNC), Barcelona, 2018, pp. 1-6. (Chapter 4)
4. Jinwei Gang and Vasilis Friderikos, "Inter-Tenant Resource Sharing and
Power Allocation in 5G Virtual networks", in IEEE Transaction on Vehicular
Technology (Chapter 4, published, December, 2018)
5. Jinwei Gang and Vasilis Friderikos, "Service Aware Multi-Cell Transmis-
sion with Inter-Tenant Sharing in 5G Networks", in IEEE Transaction on





As already eluded in the previous Chapter, the focus point of the thesis revolve
around the aspects of C/U split in 5G wireless network architectures and resource
management operational issues. This chapter is organised as follows. Section 2.1
broadly introduces the baselines of designing the future wireless network. Section
2.2 details the software defined network (SDN) which is one of the most important
techniques enabling 5G network functionalities and the optimization frameworks
proposed in this thesis. Furthermore, Section 2.3 illustrates the fundamentals of
network virtualization and slicing, in which different state of the arts and classic
approaches related to virtual network slicing and resource allocation are introduced.
In addition, Section 2.4 briefly introduces the mixed integer linear programming
(MILP) in optimization problem which is the main modelling method adopted by
the research in this thesis. At last, Section 2.5 concludes the information provided
in this Chapter.
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2.1 The Future of Wireless Network Evolution
2.1 The Future of Wireless Network Evolution
Wireless communication network, initiated by the earliest voice-only communica-
tion system, has been rapidly improved and transformed towards a complicated,
digitalized and intelligent system closely integrated with modern life of people.
The gradually evolution of wireless network crosses from the first generation to
the recent 4th Generation network (4G), which is stimulated by countless techno-
logical innovations such as digital modulations, internet based caching, efficient
frequency reuse and etc. The current network, 4G, has proved that it is capable to
improve the mobile phone voice quality, download/upload speed and service diver-
sity compared to the previous generations of communication networks. However,
some issues and challenges still rise to 4G network due to the exponential growth
in mobile traffic with multi-media service requirement. For instance, a statistic
provided by Cisco Visual Networking Index [1] saying that there will be more than
half of connected smart devices appear in total communication traffic by 2019. In
terms of smart devices traffic, larger size of download/upload traffic is expected.
On the other hand, new applications and diverse service types including virtual
reality, E-health related communications, high speed transportation communica-
tions, Internet of Things (IOTs) and Machine to Machine (M2M) communications
[2] are also emerging that requires enormous data rate from wireless networks.
Although 4G network is also advancing by applying new techniques such as
Coordinated Multi-Point (CoMP) transmission, small cells and massive MIMO,
however, without a conceptual and systematic evolution on wireless network itself
the expected growing traffic in future is difficult to satisfy. Concluded by surveys
in [3],[4],[5], the 5G wireless network shall be defined and identified as: 10 times
data rates improvement compared to present 4G network, low round trip latency
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around 1 ms, supporting higher bandwidth for longer serving time in specific areas,
connectivity to enormous number of devices (thousands for individual network
area), practically available to users all the time, nearly 100% geographically cov-
erage, reduction in electrical power by around 90% (green communications) and
observable improved battery for network devices.
With the increasing amount of smart devices and communication applications,
combining the exponential rise in service demand, a systematic transformation
and update is urgently required by the existing cellular network. In terms of that,
the following aspects are normally considered in both academia and industry [6]
to build future 5G wireless networks: potential changes and innovation in architec-
tural engineering related to RAN, breakthroughs in physical layer technologies
(like mm-wave, directional antenna design and beamforming), and designing in
MAC layer protocols and multiplexing schemes to support re-invented physical
layer in cellular networks. Since the work in this thesis is mainly focusing on
the first aspect, defining and solving optimization problem in horizon of realistic
network architecturing, therefore the rest of two aspects will not be discussed in
the thesis.
In terms of acrchitecturing, 5G wireless networks is expected to be a multi-tier
(multi-layer) integration of all different size cells (macro, micro, pico and femto).
Based on such extreme densification in network, space re-structuring is needed for
network architecture design. As discussed in [6], a widely accepted solution is to
deploy various size base stations in a HetNet structure which would improve radio
frequency efficiency in 5G networks. Besides, the sectorized and multi-directional
antennas of base stations is implemented because of the high co-interference while
densely deploy different base stations in networks. In addition, to successfully
deploy multi-tenancy in network infrastructure, network engineering also aims to
24
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fully apply SDN, cloud-RAN and network virtualization. Therefore, the following
Section 2.2 and Section 2.3 respectively illustrates the details of heterogeneous
topology adopted nowadays, SDN and Cloud based network (C-RAN) architecture,
as well as network virtualization, NFV, spectrum slicing and resource allocation.
More importantly, the current state of the arts related to these technologies are
investigated in depth.
2.2 5G Wireless Network Architecturing Framework
2.2.1 Cells Densified Multi-Tier HetNets
In order to establish quality optimization frameworks based on future wireless
network, a good understanding of HetNets, cells densifications, efficient network
planning and deployment of small cells is necessary. In addition, this section re-
views some classic works tackling interference management in multi-tier HetNets,
which is a permanent consideration of the optimization problems in this thesis.
5G wireless networks need to provide communications between a large number
of devices and diverse services, thus a proper integration of 5G cellular networks
topology with the current LTE wireless networks is crucial. The main idea for
such architectural transformation is to implement extreme cells densified multi-tier
heterogeneous topology. A trend serving this idea is to move the base station
centric topology towards a user/devices centric topology [7]. This topology re-
design can be applied to both downlink and uplink transmission, as well as control
and data forwarding signal links. Over the last decades, there are several original
re-thinking ideologies based on the evolution from cell centric architecture to user
centric architecture [7], which inspire the research works afterwards:
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• Firstly, although the HetNet concept is originated from the 4G generation,
however with denser cells deployment the coordination between transmit
power and coverage areas of different cells is yet clear. From [8], a possible
change on this could be implementing obvious different transmit powers and
frequencies in different cells, decoupled the downlink and uplink signals,
and distinct cell coverage. Authors in [8] specifies two different topology
models (spatial model for HetNet base station deployment and Poisson
model), to simulate the widely accepted network topology that contains
enormous base stations with different sizes, transmit powers and coverages.
• The second proposal [9] illustrates an innovative way to support coexistence
of multi-frequency bands in a single network infrastructure: using a so-
called Phantom Cell, a specialized small size base station excluding control
functions and working in high frequency, to separate the data forwarding
functions from control plane. Based on this ideology, the control signal shall
be sent by nodes transmitting high power and relative low frequencies (e.g.
microwave frequencies) while the data signal is sent by nodes transmitting
low power and relative high frequencies (e.g. mm-Wave).
• Thirdly, with the rise of network softwarization and centralization, the
innovative concept of centralized baseband emerges with the rise of C-RAN
[10] [11]. This concept aims to realize the decoupling between physical
base station and the hardware that deals with the processing functionalities.
The so-called Centralized Baseband Unit (central BBU) is responsible to
virtualize the hardware functionalities and control them in a resources pool.
This direction of thinking is a mainstream in 5G wireless architecture design,
the details of C-RAN is further discussed in Section 2.2.2.
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• Fourthly, in [7], architectural design ranged from fully centralized topology
to fully distributed topology is discussed in details. Recall of such wide
range of variation in topology design, the diverse service types (such as
D2D, M2M and IoT) can be satisfied.
• Fifthly, the re-definition in Cooperative Multi-Point (CoMP) transmis-
sion/relaying system is also a direction to improve the network architecture
in future [12]. Research from[13] suggests that the losses in half-duplex
relays shall be recovered to some extents while performing CoMP transmis-
sion.
• At last, applying innovate network devices is also a promising way to
improve the whole architecture performance [14]. With assistance from
maturer IoT technologies, more and more smart devices can be implemented
to the infrastructures, which definitely will positively impact the overall
operation efficiency and energy efficiency in telecommunication networks.
Regarding to multi-tier HetNet topology, the deployment of small cells (in-
cluding micro, pico and femto cells) is the key to architectural design. The goal
of widely deploying large number of small cells in 5G networks is to efficiently
compensate coverage holes and aggressively expand network capacity in commu-
nication areas [15] [16][17]. As discussed in [8], by adopting spatial base station
model and Poisson model, densified cell deployment is applicable to a very com-
plicated network topology. According to this, a rising concern is the complexity in
interference control caused by complicated frequency reuse, especially when using
OFDMA (Orthogonal frequency-division multiple access) among different types
of base stations. Although the main interference in current networks design comes
from inter-cell level rather than intra-cell due to the use of OFDMA, however the
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cell densified multi-tier HetNet topology itself brings multi-sources of inter-cell
interference.
Based on this issue, authors in [18] propose a probability weighted based spec-
tral resource allocation algorithm in multi-tier HetNet under C-RAN architecture.
The main idea of this algorithm is to optimally decide if small base stations can
use common spectral resources or dedicated spectral resources in networks based
on a probability manner. The simulation results from which show improvement
in networks frequency reuse while lowers users outage probability. In addition,
the similar spectral resource assignment and interference control problems in
two-tier HetNet are also studied by[19] [20] [21], however, these state of the arts
have limitations such as that more complicated multi-tier (3 to 4 tiers) network
topology is not applicable to the solutions, and the way of handling additional
overhead signals generated from traffic offloading is not clear. As summarized in
[22], the main challenges faced by 5G network researchers and network engineers
in interference mitigations are the unbalanced geographical coverage and traffic
load among different cells, restrictions in interference control caused by public
or private access limitations and diversity of wireless devices (diverse transmit
power and interference levels). These issues become more complicated while ap-
plying CoMP transmission or direct inter-user communications like D2D (Device
to Device transmission). Beyond that, authors in [22] suggest a design guide-
line of distributed cell association and power control to tackle the interference
issues in cell densified HetNet, where a combination of prioritized power control
scheme and resource-aware cell association scheme is illustrated in details. As
regarded to CoMP transmission, 3GPP release 11 [23] standardizes the coordi-
nated scheduling scheme for multi-cells signalling and interference management
which illustrates some core features of CoMP by work examples. However, such
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scheme is only based on certain CoMP devices, which in realistic network can be
completely different from the 3GPP examples. With the same goal, researchers
from Qualcomm Technologies Inc. and Samsung Mobile Solutions Lab [24] aim
to tackle the interference issue by improve the performance of radio receivers
to alleviate interference levels in present coding scheme, channel and resource
allocation standards. Some proposals also focus on using power control techniques
to efficiently address multi-tier cell interference in networks, and achieve energy
efficiency at the same time. A green HetNets framework is proposed by [25],
which specifically discusses the balance between spectral efficiency and energy
efficiency in 5G multi-tier wireless networks. As summarized in [25], the optimal
partition of the frequency bands used in networks with cell based power control
is the fundamental to provide reliable interference control among different tiers.
More works focused on the small cell deployment with variable transmit power,
CoMP transmission in HetNet and cross tier interference control can be found
in [26][27][28][29][30][31], which will not be explained in details due to the
limitation of this thesis and the similarity between them and works mentioned
above.
2.2.2 Developments within the SDN and C-RAN area
In terms of 5G network architecturing, another issue is to guarantee the intelligent
coordination among different functional sectors in dense cell deployed networks.
Based on this, concepts like Software Defined Network (SDN) and Cloud-Radio
Access Network (C-RAN) have drawn massive attention of academia and indus-
try. The smoothness control and cooperation provided by SDN and C-RAN are
attractive, and based on these optimization frameworks and efficient algorithms
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can be designed. Furthermore, the backhauling and fronthauling issues are also
introduced in this section, which is a key consideration in Chapter 5.
Regarding to the definition, different organizations (e.g. Open Networking
Foundation (ONF) or Software Defined Networking Research Group (SDNRG))
have slightly different but generally common standard to recognize a SDN. Gener-
ally speaking, the SDN is an architectural framework that provides programmable
networks functions [32][33] with separation of the network control plane from the
data forwarding plane. The programmability, centralized management and adapt-
ability provided by SDN can ensure that high bandwidth intensive applications
like video streaming will be fully supported. The most innovative part of SDN
is the proposal of physical/logical decoupling of user plane (data transmissions)
and control signalling paradigm [34][35][36][37], popularly recognized as C/U
split. Imagine a C/U split SDN architecture with extreme intense cell deployment,
the macro BSs 1 provide wide area coverage operate as control (signalling) nodes
and are responsible for the overall orchestration and resource management of a
large number of small cells within the coverage area and how mobile users are
connected to them [38]. By introducing such an independent control plane in
architecture, simplicity, swiftness and agility of control functions can be achieved
in cell densified multi-tier networks [39][40][41]. In the horizon of overall net-
work design, the main advantages of C/U split architecture can be concluded as
followings:
• High data rate can be achieved in certain areas by freeing data forwarding
focused nodes from control functionalities.
• The control overhead signal can be simplified due to the centralized control
plane in networks [35].
1for simplicity, base station/cell is expressed exchangeable as BS henceforward
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• Hardware constraints in different cells can be efficiently reduced due to the
powerful software components embedded in centralized control plane [42].
• Easier interaction between control plane and data plane can be realized by
using solid interfaces [43] [44].
Speaking of physical design, the macro BSs include, inter alia, the control
plane interface with the Evolved Packet Core (EPC) entities such as the Mobility
Management Entity (MME) via the 3GPP standardized S1-MME interface. EPC
is a core network architecture introduced in LTE networks, which consists of
several network elements handling traffic for base stations [44]. In addition to that,
C-plane will also include all LTE signalling and control related functionalities in
some cases, such as the radio resource control (Radio Resource Control (RRC)
- establishment, modification, and release of mobile users RRC layers) network
controlled mobility and functionalities related to measurement, configuration
and reporting [45][46]. To ensure full coverage it is also possible for macro
BS in addition to control signalling only (C) mode of operation to provide low
bit rate services to mobile users (provides functionalities as C+U). On the other
hand, small cell nodes would be activated ‘on demand’ and will deliver ultra
high bit rates under a small footage area. This term of operation is described
as dual connectivity within the 3GPP, since it allows mobile users to maintain
simultaneously C-plane and U-plane connectivity from macro and small cell
respectively[47] [48]. Summarized in [49] and [33], the data plane normally
contains network elements such as virtual switches and physical switches. By
accessing these switches, data plane can smoothly collect information from control
plane and forward data/packets to end users. On the other hand, the control plane
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is totally software based and is responsible for integrating all the RAN elements
in networks and managing radio resources.
Similar to SDN, Cloud-Radio Access Network (C-RAN) concept, proposed
by China Mobile [50], has also attracted much attention from academia and
industry [51][52]. Unlike the traditional networks, where BSs have integrated
processing unit and radio heads, C-RAN can provide efficient coordination among
processing capacities of BSs especially when network virtualization is applied
[53][16]. Network virtualization originally refers to a process that combining
hardware, software, network resources and network functionalities to a single
centralized entity, called virtual network, which will be detailed in Section 2.3.
In addition, networks energy efficiency and operation capitial reduction can be
achieved due to the decoupling Baseband Unit (BBU) in a C-RAN architecture.
In general, a typical C-RAN is recognized when three key features appear:
centralized BBU, distributed Remote Radio Heads (RRHs) and fronthaul links
[53][54][55][56]. The centralized BBU, recognized as a set of physical servers in
data center or control plane equipped with real-time virtualization technologies
and fast processors, combines all the computational radio resources among base
stations in networks. It functionally manages and assigns those resources (virtual
resources in virtualization) as a resource pool. In this way, simpler communi-
cation and coordination between BSs can be realized with the reduced energy
consumption and radio devices cost because of the processing unit removal in
RRHs. Speaking of the RRHs, they collect information and virtual resources from
BBU then forward extreme high data to the nearby users as the data planes in SDN.
To guarantee the seamless communication between BBU and RRHs, the role of
fronthaul links is another key for a well designed C-RAN architecture. The main
requirements of fronthaul connections in C-RAN high bandwidth, low latency and
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tight synchronization. The traditional fronthaul cannot satisfy these requirements
when massive RRHs are deployed and extremely high data traffic exist [57][58].
Therefore, some potential solutions are investigated for the recent years such as the
Millimeter-Wave Multihop Fronthaul [59][60] and Free Space Optical fronthaul
[61][62]. In addition, nowadays all the fronthaul engineering follows the Com-
mon Public Radio Interface (CPRI) [63], a commonly used standard. The CPRI
states that the capacity of fronthaul design normally varies numerically based
on the cell deployment density, geographical environment and traffic scenarios.
Regarding to he high cell intensity and complex traffic scenarios in future 5G
networks, the remain barriers for fronthaul engineering can still be the high cost
and capacity limitation. Such issues are considered by technical work following
the CPRI standards in Chapter 5. Besides, the difference between fronthaul and
backhaul in terms of a ultra densified wireless network shall be clarified. Unlike
fronthaul connecting the RRHs to the BBU based control center, the backhaul is
defined as the physical link between base stations or BBU center[64], and the core
networks thus normally backhaul capacity is much larger compared to the one of
fronthaul[65][66][67][68][69].
In summary, the SDN and C-RAN are both popular concepts to bring extremely
high user data rates, expanded network capacity, easier inter-cell cooperation, en-
ergy efficiency, efficient radio resource management and expenditure reduction
to future wireless networks[70]. Based on SDN and C-RAN, more network pro-
posals are developed in recent years, some examples including Wireless Network
Cloud (WNC) [71], Light Radio[72] and Super Base Station architecture[73].
Although these networks have various design considerations, they all have similar
principles such as enabling C/U split and centralizing the resources and control
functionalities.
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2.3 Wireless Network Virtualization and Resource
Allocation
With the tremendous growth in mobile network traffic and the need to accommo-
date new vertical markets in the mobile/wireless ecosystem, a proper coexistence
and isolation of multi-mobile carrier networks in the same physical network in-
frastructure becomes a new requirement to 5G. In this case, wireless network
virtualization to RAN is recognized as one of the key technologies [74]. By ap-
plying virtualization technology, a physical network can be sliced into multiple
virtual networks meanwhile the functionalities in networks are also decoupled
by Network Function Virtualization (NFV) [75][76][49]. In terms of wireless
resources, network slicing is a more specific concept to realize a virtual network,
which is usually defined as the assignment of a subset of network resources or
functionalities to certain tenants for supporting their end users [77]. Although
wireless network virtualization requires a large room for improvement, it is still
a promising tool in realizing a complicated and applicable 5G wireless network
especially with the assistance from SDN and C-RAN[74]. The technical works
in this thesis propose different optimization frameworks which are built on vir-
tualized networks environment. Therefore, a comprehensive review of network
virtualization, NFV, network slicing and virtual resource allocation problems is
hereby presented.
As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the expected exponential growth
in mobile traffic and extreme diverse service types can be a tough mission to Mo-
bile Network Operators (MNO) or Service Providers (SPs)2. To service providers,
the high network management complexity and limited radio resources means a
2In this thesis the terms MNO, tenant and SP are used interchangeably.
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necessary increment in both capital expenses (CAPEX) and operating expenses
(OPEX). Fortunately, the emerging trend of utilizing wireless network virtualiza-
tion, SDN and C-RAN offers them a promising option [78][79].
The principle of network virtualization is to orchestrate and extract physical
network resources to virtual resources that can be shared by all parties who need
access to these resources without actually owning it [80]. The advantages brought
by network virtualization include flexible network resource utilization, reliable
system performance, improved service rate at end users, reduced CAPEX (Capital
Expenditure) and OPEX (Operational Expenditure), as well as simplicity in re-
configured while applying new technologies. Once virtualization performed, the
infrastructure provider (InP) and SPs will share the physical network. In this case,
InP is still the one that owns the infrastructure and radio resources in reality, and
SPs are tenants that lease the network, also named Mobile Virtual Network Owner
(MVNO). Furthermore, the SPs leases the virtual radio resources from the virtual-
ized networks then assign the resources to their end users. Regarding to the virtual
resources, they are abstracted to various slices belong to different InPs/tenants,
meanwhile all the other network elements are virtualized and included in the
slices.
Summarized by [74], there are three different levels of slicing within network
infrastructure: Spectrum level, network level and flow level. In spectrum level, the
radio resources are ultimate targets for slicing [81]. This process actually is similar
to a wide range of dynamic resource partition and reuse. The network controller
in this case is in charge of scheduling network resources to different slices, base
stations, and users. The spectrum level slicing is the main consideration in this
thesis since this thesis solves different resource reuse and sharing problem based
on spectrum slicing. In the eye of telecommunication business, nowadays the
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spectrum in a shared network can be divided to exclusive one and unlicensed
one. The exclusive spectrum cannot be shared thus interference control is simpler
[82][83]. On the other hand, unlicensed spectrum are open for access which
means they can be reuse by any parties registered in the networks thus higher
interference is expected. Therefore, intelligent spectrum sharing and resource
allocation approaches are important to solve this problem[84][85][86]. Apart from
that, the network level slicing indicates the virtual slices containing some physical
elements such as BSs, service gateway, CPU and etc, which are usually made
based on resource requirements, link quality, packet budget, and transmit power.
The flow level slicing is normally referred to a slice based aggregated data rate or
bandwidth. The main aim of that is to lease certain bandwidths or rates to SPs that
have users to serve but do not have any resources in their own physical networks.
2.3.1 Network Function Virtualization (NFV)
In a virtualized wireless network, the role of Network Function Virtualization
(NFV) is to enable a fully computational environment. The original idea of NFV
is to run all network functions from hardware appliances on cloud computing
infrastructures when network virtualization is applied. The details of NFV imple-
mentation (e.g. what type of components considered in a virtualized platform)
can be found in [87], which is not the focus of this thesis. To be noted, run-
ning virtualized functions in cloud infrastructure does not make NFV equivalent
to a commercial cloud. However, the emerging of more advanced computing
technologies can improve the performance of NFV.
The benefits brought by NFV include massive hardware reduction in network
systems, lower power consumption on devices, lower infrastructure cost, and sim-
plicity in network upgrades. From the perspectives of network architecturing, NFV
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assists SDN by providing management/cooperation within all network entities
without hardware restrictions as in traditional networks. Besides, NFV is also
important to C-RAN as the virtualized functionalities of all entities can be stored
in the cloud or central BBU that is responsible to assign all these functionalities
when there is relevant demand in networks [87]. A popular example for this is
the NFV utilization in Evolved Packet Core (EPC), a core network with different
functionalities entities in LTE network [88][89].
2.3.2 Resource Allocation in Virtual Networks
Spectrum scarcity and radio resource allocation are always seemed as research
challenges to the development of 5G wireless networks. To tackle the spectrum
shortage issues, some proposals such as spectrum aggregation[90] and utilization
of mmWave frequencies [91][92] have drawn massive attentions as a promising
solution to expand spectrum capacity. However, the optimal way to assign the
radio resources from the expanded spectrum is still the concern for future networks.
Therefore this section reviews a wide range of resource allocation solutions in
both traditional networks and 5G targeted virtualized networks.
There are several conventional techniques realizing efficient resource allocation
in wireless networks [93].
• Traffic application-aware based allocation: This type of resource allocation
approaches aim to use logarithmic and sigmoidal-like utility functions to
represent the applications of users. Some optimization related to that can
be found in [94] [95]. However, the main weakness is that there is no
distinction among users in different tiers that some users might have higher
priority in QoS.
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• Simple spectrum matching theory based allocation: as stated in [96], an-
other approach of resource allocation can be simply adopting distributed
matching theory, which is a low complex algorithm. In this theory, the allo-
cation scheme is completely depends on stable matching between different
assignment elements such as available radio resources and transmitters [97].
• Spectrum auctioning based allocation: this approach sees the users as bid-
ders competing for available spectrum resources with different biding price,
and networks nodes as agents having a cost for the resources. The bidding
process ends while all resources are assigned. Zhang et al. present a detailed
review on different auctioning methods in wireless system [98].
• Priority based allocation: as discussed in [22] , the traffic based and tier-
based allocation are the mainstreams in this type of approach. Traffic based
allocation assign resources based on different QoS requirements of users,
whereas tier-based allocation assign resources based on priority of different
networks tiers such as macro BSs, pico BSs and femto BSs.
However, in a virtualized wireless network, there is an add-on issue to all these
classic approaches: resource sharing. In a network with resource sharing, different
parties or tenants would require the network to share its radio resources, functional
resources and management resources in different levels, to efficiently serve their
own users which normally have various bandwidth and traffic needs. Therefore,
facing such a challenge,interference management, efficient resource reuse and
scheduling among different virtual slices for multi-tenants would become more
complicated. Based on the present state of the arts, solutions dedicated to perform
intelligent slicing and virtual resources allocation are widely studied. The authors
in [76] give a detailed comparison between different sharing approaches that could
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be applied to general or specialized wireless architecture, which distinguish re-
source sharing in capacity, spectrum and base station level, respectively. However,
the main works can be summarized as the followings.
The most common and widely used approach for resource slicing is called
static or fixed resource slicing [99]. The idea of static slicing is simply reserve
a fixed portion of resources for each network tenant and this reservation cannot
be changed afterwards. However, the static slicing might lack of efficiency when
the resource is limited and traffic episode has tremendous variation. Therefore,
another approach named dynamic slicing is proposed as a popular state of the art
[100][101] and the main idea of which is to instantly redistribute network resources
to different tenants based on their temporal traffic and resource requirements, by
utilizing certain advanced orchestration functionalities in SDN or C-RAN. In
fact, before dynamic slicing, in order to motivate flexibility in traditional static
resource reservation (SR)/fixed slicing, a well-known concept named Network Vir-
tualization Substrate (NVS) is proposed and enhanced in [102][103][104], which
specifies an association of two resource sharing approaches with customized
scheduling techniques. The two approaches are named bandwidth based NVS
and resource based NVS, indicating resources slicing based on application/service
bandwidth requirement or amount of aggregated resources required by a tenant
respectively. Unfortunately, the NVS approaches only consider single cell scenario
therefore in a multi-tier dense network the ability of NVS will be limited. Consid-
ering multi-tier network with dense cell deployment, work in [105] presents an
optimization framework to jointly allocate power and subchannel resources in a
two-tier network with virtualization with consideration of mobility. Similarly, a
5G network based control plane is proposed by [106] to perform trade-off between
resource slicing and user mobility. On the other hand, works such as [107][108]
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intend to apply game theory to resource slicing optimization that dynamically
assigns system bandwidth as auction games in virtualized wireless networks. How-
ever, the game theory based approaches still face difficulties to cope with issues
like underutilization of resources and infeasibility to re-assign resources when traf-
fic dynamically varies. Thus, further research works which are similar to dynamic
slicing have been proposed. By re-assigning radio resources between tenants in a
short time period, authors in [109][110] demonstrate that their improved dynamic
slicing approach can compensate certain degrees of resource underutilization in
future networks. Meanwhile authors in [104] also propose a novel version of
NVS with so called PRR (partial resource reservation) technique to reserve certain
‘mutual resources’ in networks that can cope with dynamic traffic in some extents.
2.4 Mixed Integer Linear Programming Model
The optimization modelling completed in this thesis is based on the Mixed-Integer
Linear Program (MILP), which is modified from the classic Linear Program
(LP). In MILP, the variables in model can only be 0 or 1. An example of using
MILP in a simple wireless networks problem can be deciding if a user can be
connected to a base station, if connect the variable is 1 otherwise is 0. With certain
constraints (rephrasing the logical requirements of a problem) that restrict the
combination of variables, the relevant problem solution can be calculated based
on the discrete decisions in model [111][112]. Demonstrated by [113], the MILP
problem normally is NP-complete or NP-hard in complexity. A solution to MILP
is usually hard to obtained. The method normally used to accelerate the solution
computation is called branch and bound algorithm [111]. The main idea of branch
and bound is to explore subsets of the solution set as branches, meanwhile exam
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the branch according to the estimated lower and upper bounds of the optimal
solution found so far. More details for branch and bound can be found in [111].
Since the technical works in this thesis is evaluated based on software MATLAB,
the MILP solver is used (a well programmed optimization tool) to compute the
solutions to all the optimization problems proposed in the thesis [114].
However, most of the technical works in this thesis involve thousands of vari-
ables, which even makes the computation of MILP solver impossible. Therefore,
heuristic algorithms are always designed to provide solutions with certain compro-
mise in performance depending on the nature of each optimization problem,
2.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, the relevant state of the arts and literatures are reviewed to provide
a thorough understanding of future wireless networks and research gaps. In
Section 2.1, a brief introduction on the development and current challenges of 5G
wireless networks is presented in a broad horizon. Section 2.2 provides a detailed
background review on 5G networks from the perspective of network engineering,
where some popular 5G network planning concepts and topologies such as cell
densified HetNet, SDN and C-RAN are illustrated in details. In Section 2.3,
network virtualization is introduced, which is deemed as one of the key techniques
to achieve performance of 5G networks. In details, this section illustrates the origin
of network virtualization, utilization of NFV, and the widely researched resource
slicing/allocation problem in virtual networks environment. At last, Section
2.4 briefly introduces the concept of linear programming, which constructs the
fundamental of mathematical modelling in technical works presented in this thesis.
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Some documents are cited in this section for readers with interests in understanding
linear programming modelling in a better sense.
From these literature reviews, some research gaps have been discovered, which
translated to research works proposed in this thesis. From the best knowledge
of thesis’ author, a gap found in current C/U split network topology proposals is
that there is no methodology considering management of control plane signals,
which could become overwhelming while all control traffics are forced to a single
control plane in a massive network. Other gaps found in present literatures are
mainly related to multi-tenants resource slicing problems. Although there are some
current state of the arts that aim to assign resources optimally in a shared network
(such as NVS and game-theory based resource slicing), there is no methodology
contributes in providing flexible resource sharing between tenants in a dynamic
way. This inspires the research in Chapter 4. In addition, with understanding of
engineering technique like joint transmission, the resource sharing proposal are
enriched to another level, which improves networks resource efficiency further,
in Chapter 5. In order to ensure the quality of these works, the 5G background
concepts and standards are frequently reviewed and applied to the design of
research. For example, all of these proposals are well embedded in the current
SDN or C-RAN based architectures with C/U functional split, instead of a random
network architecture with endless assumptions. Besides, numerical experiments






The goal of expected 5G networks is to bring ultra high data rates to mobile users.
To realize this, a novel Control and User plane split (C/U) communication network
paradigm that deploys a large number of small base stations within the coverage
area of a macro cell is been considered. However, an emerging problem for
such architecture is the increasing complexity in control network load balancing
and hand over events. In academia, load balancing for the control has received
little attention and it is the focus of this paper thus a set of optimal solutions to
the problem of load balancing for multi macro cell controllers are proposed and
testified via numerical investigations
3.1 Introduction
Undoubtedly, cell densification in 5G wireless networks is expected to allow for
ultra high achievable data rates. In order to efficiently realize high cell density
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networks, an architectural paradigm shift is taking place towards the physical
and/or logical split of the Control and User planes (C/U planes). Since user
plane performance is inevitably intertwined with that of the control plane, special
attention should be paid for cases of congestion episodes, where limited control
plane capacity might adversely affect overall network performance.
In this chapter, firstly, the SDN based control plane is investigated in details
because the traffic flows, both controlling signals and hand over signals, managed
by it are deemed as the targets to be optimized in the proposed optimization
problem. In other word, SDN central controller is the platform where the optimiza-
tion carries out. Secondly, a network optimization framework for C/U split SDN
architectures with emphasis on control plane load balancing and C-plane load
reduction by taking into account inter macro controller handover and back-hauling
limitations is defined and tested. Numerical results reveal that proposed optimal
solutions provide significant gains in terms of network performance compare to
baseline technique.
The control and user (i.e. data forwarding) plane separation (C/U split) is
expected to provide a significant facilitation towards the co-existence of different
radio technologies including high capacity small cells within the same network
that are orchestrated by a common control infrastructure. Such re-thinking on the
cellular architecture is required to accommodate future needs; it is now estimated
that by 2020, mobile user demand for data will generate an order of thousand
times the traffic level on mobile networks compared to year 2010. In a C/U
split plane network domain macro cells act as the network control plane that
efficiently manage real time resources of a large number of high capacity small
cells (including future mmWave-based cells) that can serve mobile users always
‘on demand’. To handle the increasing data demand from mobile users it comes
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as no surprise the move towards the use of very dense, low-power, small cell
wireless networks that will unlock the potential of extremely high spatial reuse
(especially when utilizing spectrum at the mmWave bands). Small cell networks
allow for increased capacity by spatial localized transmissions (i.e. bring small
access points closer to the user) whilst trading off a more efficient spectrum
utilization by allowing multiple concurrent connections to different access points
for a mobile user. The concept of C/U split has been envisioned in the setting
of small ‘phantom’ cells 1 that will serve mobile users (U-plane) while being
controlled by a macro base station operating at different frequency bands [115].
Hand in hand with the aforementioned benefits arrive a set of challenges
when moving towards the envisioned extreme cell densification scenarios [116].
Although the actual percentage of control signal among all type of networks signal
is unknown, the complexity of a multi-cells multi-layers network in future would
require a dramatic growth in control traffic. On the other hand, a survey [117]
shows the potential handover event consumes a large part of transmission signals
in current LTE network standards, which can be up to 40% of total signals. Not
least among those, and items of attention in this study, are issues related to macro
base station and small cell association and coordinated management that will
become an increasingly difficult and complex network function in the near future.
Therefore, the potential significant signals for controlling and handover can pull
back the overall network performance in 5G. To this end, a detail optimization
framework aiming to increase the performance of C/U split architectures under the
assumption of a potentially large number of small cell and associated user mobility.
More specifically, more interest has been paid to dynamic policies for assigning
small cells to macro base stations in the overlapped control area (controlled by
1the terms pico cells, small cells and phantom cells are used interchangeably in this thesis.
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multiple macros BS/control planes) by taking into account control plane load
conditions aiming to avoid degradation on the performance due to congestion
episodes. Besides that, seeking a way to reduce as much handover rates as possible
is also in consideration since the load re-distribution would easily cause massive
handover in a architecture with dense small cells. In a essence, SDN enabled
wireless access and core networks provide a hardware agnostic programmable
framework for easing the development of new network functionalities and isolating
complexities through the separation of control and data plane. SDN will allow
the required flexibility in network monitoring, policy installation and network
management and hence act as a catalyst in allowing novel network orchestration
techniques to be adopted in the C/U plane split wireless architectures as envisioned
in this chapter.
3.2 Control Plane in Future Networks
As discussed in Chapter 2, the control plane in 5G wireless networks is a core
element to provide key functionalities in operations. It is necessary to break down
the concept of control plane in current network standards to illustrate how it will
be integrated with the optimization framework. An example of SDN based control
plane is illustrated in Fig.3.1 [118]. Although different SDN based architectures
have slightly different design of control plane, however, control plane normally can
be located in a data center of core network/central cloud, the cloud edge or MBS.
If control plane is implemented in a MBS , such MBS is able to manage the whole
system resources horizontally and guide SBS or RRH to assign virtual resources
to users without cross tier interference. To support SBS, control signalling for
managing the Phantom Node shall be sent by MBS via certain “New Interfaces.”
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Fig. 3.1 The SDN based controller should contain some functional capabilities currently
residing in S-GW (Serving Gateway) and P-GW (Packet Gateway) along with the dedicated
control nodes of EPC (Evolved Packet Core) shown with green dashed lines in Fig. 1. The
functional decomposition of S-GW and P-GW is shown by means of control elements
containing necessary APIs to EPC control nodes and also control logic required for data
forwarding. These programmable control elements for routing modification etc., can be
housed in control nodes in future architectures with specific APIs only in S-GW and
P-GW
In most configuration, the relationship between the MBS and the SBS is master-
slave rather than peer-to-peer [36]. The procedure of connecting a SBS to a UE
such as demodulation, channel estimation and measurements, and Cell Reference
signalling (CRS) is initiated and completed by control plane. Due to the control
plane and SBS using different frequencies, the UE shall perform inter-frequency
detection to discover both of them. In addition, the control plane is responsible for
synchronizing discover signal thus the UE can detect the signal faster.
The link for establishing the new interface between MBS/control plane and
SBSs is fronthaul. The capacity of which is also another issue in network engineer-
ing. On the other hand, each MBS or control plane is also linked to core networks
by backhaul, although backhaul has larger capacity compared to fronthaul, the
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efficient use of such capacity is still a important consideration for operating the
control plane, especially when MBS provides both control and data signal in some
scenarios. According to this, functional optimization related to the control plane
signal load is necessary.
3.3 System Model and Problem Formulation
In this section, network scenario is defined and formulated to establish the related
optimization problems for performing load balancing and inter macro cell handover
minimization in order to improve the performance of a generic C/U plane split
wireless architecture.
3.3.1 Scenario and Problem Formulation
As eluded previously this work assumes a future high dense network scenario
with a cell density of at least ten times higher compared to current levels as
expected in 5G networks and in addition to the pico cells we also assume a number
of macro-controllers that have overlapping coverage areas. The proposed set
of optimization problem relate to the cases where a pico cell can be served by a
number of different macro controllers (See Fig 3.2). This is a pragmatic assumption
since such information is readily available from mobile network operators. This
framework assumes a set of pico cells and macro controllers P and M respectively.
To proceed with a mathematical programming setting we define a binary decision
variable xik as shown in Eq (3.1).
xik =

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Fig. 3.2 A generic C/U split wireless architecture with a number of pico cells (each serving
1 user) and red ones are those could be controlled by both macro controllers.
In addition, the framework also defines the average handover rate from pico
cell i to neighbor pico cell j by hi j. Furthermore this framework assumes that
each macro controller k has a capacity of Ck (Mbps), which limits the upper-bound
of controlling signal for a control plane, and each pico cell i based on its current
load has a required channel for control signal from control plane as gi (Mbps or
Kbps), which captures the required L1/L2/L3 control signalling flow including
overhead for admission control and synchronization. As mentioned, information
about average handover rates is readily available using historical data.
3.3.2 Problem Formulation for C-Plane Overhead Reduction
Based on the above network setting we can now define an integer mathematical
program for C-plane overhead signalling reduction. The following optimization
problem focus on reducing C-plane overhead by assigning pico cells to macro
controllers using, previously known, average handover rates between different pico
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cells. More specifically, a non-linear integer mathematical optimization problem
that reduces the overhead on C-plane can be defined. This framework calls this
the optimal handover (OPT-HO) problem and defines it mathematically as,











gixik ≤Ck, ∀k ∈ M (3.3a)
∑
k∈M
xik = 1, ∀i ∈ P (3.3b)
xik ∈ {0,1}, ∀i ∈ P, ∀k ∈ M (3.3c)
The objective function (3.2) shows that the overhead costs will be accumulated
if handover happens between two pico cells which are controlled by different
macro controller. Also note that the objective function is quadratic and hence
non-linear, therefore linear programming techniques cannot be applied in this
form. Constraint (3.3a) ensures that the capacity of the macro controller in terms
of active supported flows is not violated. Constraint (3.3b) enforces that each pico
cell can only be connected to one macro-controller and constraint (3.3c) denotes
that the decision variables are binary.
However, as already mentioned, the objective function is not linear which
deems the above Prob 1 formulation not suitable for utilizing powerful integer
linear programming solvers. To re-formulate the above problem into an integer
linear problem we introduce the following integer decision variable zi jk = xikx jk
with i, j ∈ P and k ∈ M. As can be seen the variable zi jk takes the value of one only
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when pico cells i and j are connected to the same macro controller k, otherwise it




1, if pico cell i, j controlled by macro k.
0, otherwise.
(3.4)
With that in mind, the problem can be re-formulated in an integer linear
mathematical program as follows,











gixik ≤Ck, ∀k ∈ M (3.6a)
∑
k∈M
xik = 1, ∀i ∈ P (3.6b)
zi jk ≥ xik + x jk −1, ∀i, j ∈ P, ∀k ∈ M (3.6c)
zi jk ≤ xik ∀i, j ∈ P, ∀k ∈ M (3.6d)
zi jk ≤ x jk ∀i, j ∈ P, ∀k ∈ M (3.6e)
zi jk ∈ {0,1}, ∀i, j ∈ P, ∀k ∈ M (3.6f)
xik ∈ {0,1}, ∀i ∈ P, ∀k ∈ M (3.6g)
Constraints (3.6c)-(3.6e) are used to bind two variables in optimization prob-
lem.
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3.3.3 Load Balancing Problem Formulation
In addition to minimize the overall control overhead the framework could also
provides an association of pico cells to macro controllers so that to achieve load
balancing across the various macro controllers. Based on the previous definitions





Providing load balancing between the macro controllers can be deemed as an
important requirement in order to allow for efficient utilization of scarce wireless
resources. To this end, a macro controller load balancing problem can be defined.
The optimal load balancing (OPT-LB) is defined as follows,











gixik ≤Ck, ∀k ∈ M (3.9a)
∑
k∈M
xik = 1, ∀i ∈ P (3.9b)
xik ∈ {0,1}, ∀i ∈ P, ∀k ∈ M (3.9c)
The objective function in Prob 2 is defined as load balancing indicator which
indicates a more balanced load scenario while it has smaller value. As shown
previously, the proposed optimization function with constraints are noted as a non-
linear integer mathematical programming problem which needs to be linearized in
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order to utilize mixed integer linear programming solvers in MATLAB. Therefore,
the above defined Prob 2 can be re-formulated as a linear problem if viewed as a
max-min optimization problem. In this case, the problem can be re-formulated as
follows,




gixik, ∀k ∈ M (3.11a)
∑
i∈P
gixik ≤Ck, ∀k ∈ M (3.11b)
∑
k∈M
xik = 1, ∀i ∈ P (3.11c)
xik ∈ {0,1}, ∀i ∈ P, ∀k ∈ M (3.11d)
3.3.4 Joint Problem Formulation
Without loss of generality, the load balancing and handover reduction problem
shall be equally important in network engineering. However, it is also interesting
to investigate the joint performance of these two under certain requests, hence
the objective functions of Problems 1 and 2 could also be considered jointly
by creating a weighted sum objective function to find trade-off between load
allocation across the macro controllers and reduction of the C-plane overhead.
Such a joint optimization problem can be defined as follows using scalar weights
ω1 and ω2 to define the contribution in the objective function.
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Before formally present the joint performance objective function, the normal-
ization of variables shall be conducted first. Two new function f1(zi jk) and f2(t)
are defined based on the physical meaning of Prob 1’ and Prob 2’.
f1(zi jk) = 1−
∑i∈P∑ j∈P∑k∈M hi jzi jk
∑i∈P∑ j∈P hi j
∈ [0,1] (3.12)





Prob 1’ indicates the cumulative potential handover rates in control signal
which has the maximum value as the summation of hi j. Therefore, function f1(zi jk)
embeds Prob 1’ with its maximum value that brings handover rate optimization
to 0 to 1 scale. Similarly, function f2(t) combines Prob 2’ with the potential
maximum value of a macro cell control load Ck, which scales the load balancing
optimization output to 0 to 1 range.
Based on all the transformations, the joint optimization function is defined as,




gixik ≤Ck, ∀k ∈ M (3.15a)
∑
k∈M
xik = 1, ∀i ∈ P (3.15b)
t ≤ ∑
i∈P
gixik, ∀k ∈ M (3.15c)
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zi jk ≥ xik + x jk −1, ∀i, j ∈ P, ∀k ∈ M (3.15d)
zi jk ≤ xik ∀i, j ∈ P, ∀k ∈ M (3.15e)
zi jk ≤ x jk ∀i, j ∈ P, ∀k ∈ M (3.15f)
zi jk ∈ {0,1}, ∀i, j ∈ P, ∀k ∈ M (3.15g)
xik ∈ {0,1}, ∀i ∈ P, ∀k ∈ M (3.15h)
The objective for this joint optimization problem is to minimize the overall
handover traffics ( f 1) and maximize the control load in a least congested macro
controller ( f 2) at the same time. Therefore, to use a single minimization sign for
the whole function, second objective is subtracted by the first one.
It is clear that ω1 and ω2 are weight factors for handover reduction part and
load balancing part respectively, and ranged between 0 to 1. Except the objective
function, all the constraints from Prob 1’ and Prob 2’ are remained.
3.4 Comparison Method: Distance Based Cell Allo-
cation
A nominal mechanism can be assumed, in order to compare with the proposed
set of solutions, when a pico cell to macro controller allocation takes place via
the Euclidean distance between them or the mean link channel conditions. In
this case, pico cells are allocated to a macro controllers which is closest to them
compared to proposed scenario that always allocates pico cells pairs with high
handover rates to the same macro. Such greedy based allocation can result in
significant sub-optimal solution and we provide below a theoretical result on the
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sub-optimality of such greedy allocation compared to our optimal solution. As
shown below, using such a metric the optimality gap is in essence unbounded.
Lemma 1: The gap between the optimal pico cell allocation and that of the
distance based allocation can be arbitrarily large.
Proof Consider the topology shown in Figure 3.3. There are two macro
controllers with available capacity Ci = p and a set of 2p pico cells with unit
requirements of C-plane traffic is shown in pairs where the first set has handover
rate equal to h and the second set has as zero. In the optimal allocation (case(a))
the inter-macro controller traffic is zero since there are no handover between
pico cells that are allocated in different macro controllers. In the distance based
allocation (case (b)) all pico cells will be connected to the closest macro controller,
i.e. the one with distance d1. In that case, the inter-macro controller handover cost
would be p2 ·h which can be arbitrary large with the available capacity Ci.
In order to capture the benefits of the proposed set of solutions compared to the
baseline distance based small cell association is insightful to evaluate the schemes
under different scenarios with variable congestion episodes levels. To this end, we
define the congestion level in the network using the following variable Ω, which
expresses the ratio between the total C-plane requirements of the small cells in a
given geographical area (which depends on the number of small cells as well as





The Eq (3.16) reveals the congestion level of the problem. If the value of Ω is
approaching to 1 then it reveals that network congestion level becomes very high.
In terms of QoS, a very high congestion level in control signal will cause delay
in signalling between Control plane and data plane. This would cause issues in
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Fig. 3.3 The scenario depicts 2p pico cells that have one unit rate for C-plane requirement
and the handover rate between half of the pico cell pairs is h and zero for the rest. The
two macro controllers have available capacity Ck = p . Case (a) shows optimal allocation
with zero inter-macro controller handover overhead, case (b) worst-case allocation of pico
cells to macro controllers.
setting up connection between pico cells and its serving users, which potentially
reduces the QoS of users. Such problem can be even worse when there are more
users trying to connect to networks, which increases the burden in data plane, and
accordingly in the control plane.
3.5 Numerical Investigation
In this section, a wide set of numerical investigations to test the performance of
the proposed optimization under various network scenarios and network conges-
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tion levels is provided. The system model parametrization and assumptions are
built mainly on the proposed C/U split phantom cell concept work that has been
presented in [119]. The topology where applying both optimizations and baseline
distance based small cell association is assumed as a 3 overlapped MBSs network
and the radius of each MBS hexagon area is 500m. The control plane of macro
cell is equipped with the control plane interface based on the Evolved Packet Core
(EPC) entities. The number of SBSs in the investigations ranged in the following
discrete values 10, 15 and 20. These SBSs are placed randomly in the edge cell
overlapped area between different MBSs. In the distance based SBS association,
the allocation of SBSs is established based on the minimum distance of that SBS
with the different MBSs. Therefore, SBSs in that case are associated to the nearest
MBS without considering handover rate and/or MBS congestion levels.
In the numerical investigations, MBSs have available capacity Ck and SBSs
have the requirement on control data rate gi as mentioned in Table 3.1 (we note
that all range of values are uniformly distributed). As estimated from mobility
performance, the per edge user data rate can reach approximately 0.9 Mbps.
Therefore, we assume the range of per user control signaling requirements is
uniformly distributed between 0.6-0.9 Mbps. Based on these values and average
number of users per small cell we assume that each small cell has a range of
control signaling requirements, gi, distributed between 0.6-4.5 Mbps uniformly in
our simulations. The Table 3.1 summarizes the main system level parameters that
have been used.
3.5.1 Control Plane Handover Signal Optimization
The inter macro cell handover rates comparison between different scenarios is
shown in Fig.3.4 for the proposed optimization problem and the distance based
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Table 3.1 SIMULATION PARAMETERS
Parameters Values
Number of macro cells (M) 3
Number of small cells (P) 10,15,20
Macro cell radius 500 m
small cell radius 50 m
C-plane requirements per UE 0.6 - 0.9 Mbps
Number of UE per small cell 1 - 5
C-plane requirement per small cell (gi) 0.6 - 4.5 Mbps
Macro cell available capacity for control (Ck) 10 - 35 Mbps
Handover rate (hi j) 0 - 1 Kbps
Congestion level (Ω) 0 - 1
small cell association heuristic. More specifically, a network scenario with dif-
ferent number of small cells and 3 macro cell controllers is considered and the
figure depicts the total handover rates between potential handover small cells in 3
macro cells coverages. The proposed optimization problem provides an average
of 37% improvement compared to the distance based heuristic across all network
scenarios. This result indicates that the proposed optimization framework provides
a significant decrease of the inter macro cell handover rates which translates to
signalling overhead and latency on the handover completion.
3.5.2 Control Signal Load Balancing Optimization
The performance evaluation of the proposed load balancing optimization strategy
is shown in Figure below. The subfigure 3.5(a) indicates the utilization level on
the macro cell which has the minimal control traffic for the proposed load balanc-
ing scheme and the distance based heuristic for different network scenarios. In
addition, subfigure 3.5(b) indicates the unbalance level in the network for different
scenarios. As can be observed, the proposed technique provides a performance im-
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Fig. 3.4 Performance on inter macro cells handover rates
provement across all network scenarios in 3.5(a) and 3.5(b) approximately as 49%
and 10% respectively. From these results, it is evident that the proposed technique
that strive to distribute load across macro controllers manages successfully to keep
the minimal load consumption larger than that of the distance based scheme and
always achieve a more balanced distribution. In Fig.3.6 we show the control plane
load for each macro cell focusing on the 15 small cells network scenario. The
control plane rate requirement for each small cell assume in this evaluation is 3.5
Mbps and the available C-plane capacity for each macro is assumed to be 30 Mbps.
As shown in the figure, the proposed optimization algorithm manages to success-
fully distribute control plane small cell association equally to different macro
cells (5 small cells for each macro) compared to the performance achieved by the
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(a) Load in the least congestive macro (t in Prob 2’)
(b) Unbalance level for whole network
Fig. 3.5 Performance on inter macro cells load balancing
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Fig. 3.6 Picos distribution for 3 macros controlling 15 picos
distance based association which entails a significantly more unbalanced C-plane
load distribution (small cells associations for each macro varies unpredictably).
3.5.3 Performance Summary and Discussion on Joint Optimiza-
tion
Finally, Table 3.2 provides a summary of the numerical investigations and shows
the enhancement in handover optimization and load balancing respectively com-
pared to distance based solution. As can be seen, with the increasing of the
congestion level, both of optimization algorithms would perform weaker than
which in less congestive network.
Furthermore, it is necessary to discuss the proposed weighted optimization
problem that allows for flexible network operation by suitably choosing the weights
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Table 3.2 OPTIMIZATION ENHANCEMENT
Enhancement 20 picos 15 picos 10 picos
Handover 16.80% 35.54% 58.42%
Load Balancing 3.28% 10.03% 15.19%
Fig. 3.7 Optimization Leverage (ω1:ω2)
ωi for two parts of optimization. In a nutshell, the proposed optimization (Prob 3)
aims to allow flexibility to enforce various levels of load balancing and inter macro
cell handover rate reduction. As shown in Fig.3.7, because of the normalization
performed on objective function, with the varying weights ω1 and ω2 different
levels of contribution from handover reduction and load balancing are shown as
expected which is in a form of standard Pareto frontier.
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3.6 Further Discussion on the Proposed Scheme
3.6.1 Advantages
The key advantage of the proposed approach is that it allows to consistently
provide optimal solutions to both overhead reduction problem and load congestion
(balancing) in the control plane traffic. In that respect, provides an upper bound
indicator on the performance improvement that can be achieved in the network.
We refer to the numerical investigations section of the paper that detail the main
benefits of the proposed scheme in terms of performance improvement that can be
achieved (load balancing, with a small penalty on the aggregated throughput).
3.6.2 Disadvantages, Further Issues to be Considered
However, there are still some disadvantages need to be raised up. First of all is
the practical consideration of testing the algorithms. The experimental results are
based on extended Monte Carlo simulations using MATLAB but care should be
taken to translate those with respect to more realistic network cases in terms for
example small cell deployments and actual users handover that depend on their
mobility pattern. Clearly those can vary significantly since they depend very much
on the location and user distribution.
The proposed optimization per se, requires average handover rates between
adjacent cells to be monitored and being readily available to the algorithm and
cell load factors. This type of information will need to be communicated from
the small cells to the network controller (and being periodically updated). The
evaluations was based on assumptions regarding the values of those metrics but
to get a more realistic set of results, the algorithms will need to be tested on real
world traces. For example, average user handover rates between adjacent cells
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could be acquired from network operators but it is in general difficult to have
access to such data especially for small cells deployments of high density.
Furthermore, the proposed mathematical programming setting is in general
not a scalable framework due to the inherent non-polynomial complexity of the
problem at hand. Numerical investigations reveal that it is possible to run such a
framework for low to medium network size instances but might lead to increased
running times for large network instances. Therefore, heuristics and/or greedy
solution methodologies need to be defined in order to allow scale free operation
for any network instance. One issue that also need to be considered is if there
are any conflicts between the proposed algorithms and other network functions
in network entities (such as for example admission control, even though this
functionality is not being investigated within 5G NORMA). These issues will be
more clearly shown and/or clarified via a signalling procedure that will detail how
this framework can be considered as a building block of a generic SDM (Software
Defined Mobile) controller in the network.
3.7 Conclusions
Over the next couple of years we expect a high degree of cell densification in
cellular networks that will result in an explosion on the utilization of higher spec-
trum frequencies (mmWave) in order to increase overall spatial capacity. In that
setting, efficient, low overhead and complexity network orchestration is emerging
as an important tenet of emerging wireless networks. The logical/physical decou-
pling/split of control and user planes (C/U) is envisioned as a key architectural
element to provide the required flexibility in managing small cell networks. To
this end, in this paper we detail network optimization algorithms for a generic C/U
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split architecture with the emphasis being on control plane load balancing and
C-plane load reduction by taking explicitly into account the inter macro controller
handover of mobile users as well as congestion levels in different macro cells.
In C/U split architectures we therefore aim to ameliorate network congestion
episodes where the performance of the network might potentially be limited by
the macro-cell control plane capacity rather than the high capacity small cells.
Therefore, optimization algorithms for easing the congestion level of the control








Nowadays the network virtualization is brought to the spotlight due to the booming
user requirements in wireless communication network. However, the potential
price for facilitating network slicing in a multi-tenant virtual network is the un-
derutilization of the treasured wireless network resources because of the different
tenant requirements and dynamic traffic episode. A potential way to avoid such
sacrifice of radio resources is to allow further inter-tenant sharing between tenants.
To this end, this work proposes an optimization framework by bringing a flexible
inter-tenant resource sharing scheme embedded with transmission power control to
aggressively improve network capacity, user data rate and energy efficiency. More
specifically we define two resource sharing mechanisms called Tight Coupling
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(TX) and Loose Coupling (LX) and formulate them in a form of Mixed Integer
Linear Programming (MILP) problem. Furthermore, two Resource and Power
Joint Allocation (RPJA) algorithms are designed to solve the optimization problem
in polynomial time. Under the 3GPP standards and certain assumptions, numerical
investigations have been conducted demonstrating a significant gain in network
throughput, individual user rate and energy efficiency, comparing with classic
network slicing methods and constant power resource sharing algorithms.
4.1 Introduction
Over the past few years, a significant attention has been paid to defining and
architecturing 5G communication networks, which aims to transfer the ordinary
cellular networks to the denser deployed heterogeneous networks (HetNets). These
emerging networks are expected to provide highly increased data rates but more
importantly to efficiently and cost-effectively support new services and vertical
market integration to create in that sense an ecosystem for both technical as well
as business innovation [5]. However, the densely deployed multi-tier networks that
combining both MBS and SBS can cause significant operating cost in infrastructure
and chaos in network management/cooperation. On this point, enabling the
logically isolated, coexisted and shareable virtual network within the physical
infrastructure is seemed as a compulsory component to future 5G network. In
terms of wireless resources, resource slicing and potential sharing among multi-
SPs/tenants is the key to support diversity and capacity in network. By combining
these concepts and technologies, the costs reduction of InPs (both CAPEX and
OPEX), and simpler cooperation between SPs can be achieved.
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Hand in hand with the aforementioned techniques and benefits, a set of chal-
lenges also arrive when bringing virtualization functionalities to a dense multi-tier
RAN. Although the Third-Generation Partnership Project (3GPP)[119] has stan-
dardized certain functionalities to motivate multiple SP to share a cellular network,
there are still limitations to defining the specific resource assignment among virtual
slices and detailed implementation of functionalities. Summarized in Chapter 2,
the research gaps are still opened for the following areas: (1) how could radio
resources be shared and reused intelligently between tenants based on customized
tenancy agreement, (2) how could radio resources be allocated dynamically and
flexibly in virtual network with varying traffic demand (especially in overload
scenarios) and (3) how could extra controlling signal that occurs due to the com-
munications between SP and InP be handled to ensure the normal operation of
network. In the view of wireless architecture, these issues become more challeng-
ing when applying multi-tier HetNets in which overlapped and densely deployed
base stations are suffering from more sources of interference.
To this end, by studying the present state of the art and principle of network
architecturing, we hereby propose an optimization framework to flexibly share and
reuse the OFDMA (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access) based PRB
among tenants in a virtualized wireless network. Furthermore, to aggressively
improve the overall network capacity and avoid overwhelming interference, we
combine the intelligent resource reuse approach with transmission power con-
trolling technique and shed the light on different degrees of resource sharing. In
technical aspect, this work defines a resource reuse maximization problem in a
form of MILP, and provides two low complexity algorithms to achieve improve-
ment in system throughput, per user rate and energy efficiency. To serve the
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principle of network architecturing, SDN and C-RAN are introduced in order to
alleviate the chaos of controlling signals and inter-tier interference.
Based on the current state of the art and related works, from our best knowledge
there is no work considering that enables further resource reuse of orthogonal
resources by introducing a scalable degrees of inter-tenant sharing with endurable
interference. The main contributions of this chapter include (1) proposal of an
optimization framework that offers inter-tenant resource reuse/allocation with
different sharing flexibility and operation complexity (LX and TX) in a virtual
wireless network environment, (2) an illustration of practical implementation of
proposal in SDN network enabled by specified SDM [120], (3) an investigation on
binding variable transmission power to motivate further inter-tenant resource reuse
with benefit of improved energy efficiency, and (4) two heuristic based algorithms
(RPJA-h and RPJA-adv) that can be embedded in network controllers to provide
efficient sub-optimal solutions to the optimization problem.
The rest of this chapter is organized as following: Section 4.2 presents detailed
explanation of SDM, where our scheme and related algorithms can be fully
embedded, and two scalable sharing operation mechanisms, the LX and TX. In
Section 4.3, the realistic network topology used by the framework is introduced
and optimization problem is formulated accordingly. Section 4.4 introduces the
proposed algorithms that eliminate the complexity and dimension. Section 4.5
illustrates the details of the numerical investigations by comparing proposed
scheme with classic methods and, at the end Section 4.6 concludes the work.
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4.2 Inter-Tenant Sharing and Power Allocation Frame-
work (LX & TX)
This section illustrates the different operations of inter-tenant sharing and power
allocation proposed in this chapter. To specify the operations in the horizon of
network engineering, the software defined mobile (SDM) controllers are also
explained.
4.2.1 Software Defined Mobile (SDM) Controller
To satisfy the need of performing scalable inter-tenant resource sharing in a
network architecturing horizon, the specified SDM controllers are introduced as
the key elements to virtual networks. The SDM controller is usually defined in four
aspects: topology, resource, function and deployment [120]. In resource aspect,
the main function SDM provides is to slice the bandwidth of virtual network
(also called SDM orchestrator in this case) and realize real-time scheduling and
resource management for different network slices. The slice, as introduced in
section 2.3, is deemed as a piece of network resources which is available to be
assigned to a SP and its users. As introduced in To motivate high flexibility in
resource management, various organizations have proposed different ideas of 5G
defined virtual controllers that can be embedded into future networks. Broadly
speaking, ETSI NFV provides a very precise architectural framework for managing
and orchestrating virtualized resources that relate to network functions as well
services of an operator. SDN, on the other hand, can be deemed as a more generic
framework compared to NFV and in that respect an ETSI NFV architecture can
utilize the services of SDN to provide a programmable platform for establishing
links between the various VNFs in the sense of routing and overall policy based
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management. At the moment, ETSI NFV is in the process of specifying the
interfaces for allowing interworking between SDN controllers with the NFV
MANO system, and various options have already been previously defined in ETSI
standard [121].
Since 5G NORMA has been closely working with Centre for Telecommuni-
cations research in King’s College London, their proposed pair of distinguished
SDM controllers: SDM-C and SDM-X, is introduced in this section as example to
illustrate how the optimization framework in this chapter implement. However, the
proposed set of techniques are generic enough to allow implementation in other
potential architectures that support resource sharing in emerging 5G networks
defined in ETSI standard.
In definition, SDM-C (Software Defined Mobile Controller) refers to the
generic controller operating in dedicated control layer that provides per slice based
management, which is also called intra-tenant/slice controller. SDM-C normally
focuses on VNFs management and radio resources association within individual
network slice. With the given amount of assigned resources, SDM-C can perform
instant reconfiguration and optimization on these resources at any point of the
time scale.
On the other hand, SDM-X (Software Defined Mobile Coordinator) refers to
the inter-slice controller operating in common control layer which is in charge
of inter-slice resource management. The main work of SDM-X is to implement
the agreed network sharing policies between slices/tenants. In general, it tightly
interacts with all SDM-C in control layer to synchronize the information related to
VNFs and resource usage all the time. Due to the isolation nature of virtual slices,
the existence of SDM-X is the key to guarantee the overall network requirement
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among all tenants and avoid unacceptable conflicts especially when network slices
are agreed to share their assigned resources.
During the process of inter-tenant resource sharing, both of the controllers
can work either separately or congruently depending on the service request or
estimated network interference. Regarding to this, the inter-tenant resource sharing
framework shall operate under a proper cooperation between SDM-X and SDM-C.
With the programmability and softwarization of SDN, optimization and well-
designed algorithms like the proposal in this chapter could be embedded into
the virtualized control layers to improve overall network performance and avoid
potential inter-tenant conflicts in resource assignment.
4.2.2 Operation Mechanisms: Loose Coupling (LX) and Tight
Coupling (TX)
Based on the virtual controllers described previously, this part hereby details
two novel operation mechanisms under the framework of proposed inter-tenant
resource sharing and variable power allocation: Loose Coupling (LX) and Tight
Coupling (TX).
Loose Coupling (LX)
LX operation refers to the scenario where per tenant resource partition and inter-
tenant shareable resources are pre-defined at the beginning of system operation.
Therefore inter-slice control functionalities provided by SDM-X need to be set up
before the operation of optimization or algorithmic framework. Once the operation
begins, LX assigns PRBs to users and allocates a proper transmission power within
a defined power range to the assigned PRBs based on optimal reuse principle.
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By choosing a proper transmission power, more PRBs reuse can be engaged and
interference can be further limited.
Tight Coupling (TX)
This case is recognized when resources of individual tenant and those shared
ones are decided dynamically during the operation. Computationally TX is the
most complex one in operation and it requires the fully functional overlapped
between SDM-C and SDM-X. Compared to LX, TX only has the information
about the amount of shareable resources before operation, and which PRBs shared
in each tenant can be consistently changed according to resource re-usability,
system interference and traffic conditions. The variable transmission power is also
available in TX to engage the reuse of resources.
Toy Example Illustration
In this example, assume there are only 6 PRBs can be utilized in BBU pool and
two tenants exist to share the whole network. The figure shows different part of
control layer: the common control layer and dedicated control layer. In terms
of resource sharing, in LX operation, the SDM-C controller assigns the divided
bandwidth to each tenant meanwhile the SDM-X controller optimizes the resource
allocation on each slice and the reuse of pre-defined inter-tenant sharable resources.
On the other hand, in TX operation, the SDM-X controller takes all resources
into account to find optimal subset for sharing through operating time scale. This
distinction is depicted in Fig.4.1 that the chosen PRBs for inter-tenant sharing is
unknown without acknowledgement of traffic scenario. In essence, TX operation
is considered as the most general and complicated case of LX by including
all available resources in the shared set only with resource amount limitation.
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Therefore, in the eye of network engineering, the trade off or implementation
preference between TX and LX can be evaluated based on both sharing flexibility,
interference control ability and system operation complexity.
Fig. 4.1 Two sharing mechanisms explanation: in this example each tenant shares only
one of its PRBs. In LX operation, two sharing PRBs (1 & 4) are specified manually but,
in TX operation, the sharing PRBs are decided based on the re-usability and interference
dynamically during operation
4.3 System Model and Problem Formulation
This work considers a C/U split SDN architecture where SBSs are densely de-
ployed in a centralized MBS controlling area. For this reason, we can ignore the
inter-tier interference to simplify the model. In C/U split network, the data planes
(the SBSs) will be only focused on forwarding user data rate while control planes
(the MBSs) provide control signal links. All SBSs in network transmit over a
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common frequency band (frequency reuse is allowed) but which is differentiated
from the one used by MBS. Geographically we assume a number of K SBSs
distributed in the MBS controlling area based on a Poisson Point Process (PPP)
recognized as user hot zones, and a number of N UEs are randomly located in
the hot zone SBSs. To serve the arrival traffic, control plane creates a centralized
resource pool based on the bandwidth of data forwarding signal and SPs/tenants
registered in this network can require virtual resources from the pool. In this
case, the SPs enable to serve their subscribers/ end users via the aggressive data
forwarding SBSs with the best signal link. The number of PRBs M in the pool
is directly depended on system bandwidth of data forwarding and only downlink
transmission is considered in this framework.
An example of network topology is shown in Fig.4.2. The available PRBs
and UEs of two tenants (A and B) are colored blue and red, respectively. In the
centralized BBU resource pool, two marked PRBs are those chosen to be shared
between tenants in this example without specifying LX or TX operation.
4.3.1 Preliminaries
To model the resource association and power allocation problem, the optimization
framework defines the following binary decision variables as preliminaries.
xrt =
 1 if PRB r is assigned to tenant t.0 otherwise. (4.1)
yirtl=
 1 if user i of tenantt uses PRBr with power levell.0 otherwise. (4.2)
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Fig. 4.2 An example of C/U split RAN architecture with traffic from two tenants: MBS
controls SBSs which forward user data in hot zones and builds the centralized resource
pool
Notations I, C, T and P are used to indicate the set of UEs, PRBs, tenants and
power level respectively. In this paper, only mathematical set and variables are
written in bold style. Besides, this framework denotes discrete power level by l
[122][123] to embrace the nature of integer linear program, linking to a power
value pi
′
irtl , which represents a controllable transmission power provided by the
base station serving user i. Research in [122] shows the details of how a PRB can
be allocated variable power by using discrete power level. As mentioned before,
so far the system model has |C|= M PRBs in resource pool, |P| power levels and
|B|= K SBSs (in a set B) waiting to serve a number of |I|= N users from number
of |T| tenants, then the potential maximum power of each PRB is pmaxirtl = Ptx/M.
The notation Ptx is denoted as the maximum transmission power of a SBS, in our
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case all SBSs have the same maximum transmission power. Based on this, the











 1 if users i,jof tenants t and t’ in different BSs.0 otherwise. (4.4)
In this case, if users i and j are from the same tenant then t = t ′. Regarding
to the channel gains on downlink transmissions, the framework denotes by gi
′
irtl
the link gain between the serving base station i′ and user i using PRB r. Also,
with g j
′
irtl the framework denotes that link gain between the serving base station
of user j (base station j′) and user i as the interference link. Here is no cross-tier
interference due to the no data forwarding nature of MBS. In that respect, the













irtly jrt ′l + Inoise
(4.5)
The term γirtl and Inoise indicates the SINR and the background noise of the
channel respectively. To be noted, the set I′ represents the user set without UE i.
Based on Eq.(4.5), the achievable data rate of UE i by taking PRB r can be
approximated by the Shannon Capacity Formula,
Rirtl(yirtl) = ∆ f log2(1+ γirtl) (4.6)
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where ∆f is the LTE-based frequency space for a PRB [124].
Comparing to previous research [125][126] using the aggregated energy as the
energy measurement metric, this optimization framework prefers to use Energy
Efficiency (EE) since it indicates both the energy consumption and user data rate
[127][128][129]. Based on the cumulated energy consumption and aggregated
user data rate, the EE in this work is defined as,
EE =
∑i∈I ∑r∈C ∑t∈T ∑l∈P Rirtl(yirtl)






The term PkSBS represents the circuit/operation power of each SBS [128][129].
The unit of EE is bit/Joule or Mbit/Joule.
4.3.2 Problem Formulation
Based on the preliminaries, a resource reuse maximization problem is defined as
follows,












xrt ≥ nt , ∀t ∈ T (4.9a)
∑
t∈T










yirtl ≥ 1, ∀i ∈ I, ∀ t ∈ T (4.9d)
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yirtl ≤ xrt , ∀i ∈ I, ∀r ∈ C, ∀t ∈ T, ∀l ∈ P (4.9f)
γirtl(yirtl)≥ γth, ∀i ∈ I,∀r ∈ C,∀t ∈ T,∀l ∈ P (4.9g)
yirtl + y jrtl≤1+V ·φ tt
′
i j ,∀i, j∈I,∀r∈C,∀t∈T,∀l∈P (4.9h)
xrt ∈ {0,1} (4.9i)
yirtl ∈ {0,1} (4.9j)
Constraint (4.9a) ensures that every tenant will be allocated at least nt orthogo-
nal PRBs as agreed in their contract. Constraint (4.9b) indicates that a PRB can
be reused up to β times across all tenants, which is one way to manage network
interference. Furthermore, constraint (4.9c) aims to limit the potential intra-tenant
interference by ensuring that up to δ PRBs can be associated to one UE per tenant.
Constraint (4.9d) indicates that for each UE it should at least take one PRB as a
successful channel connection. Constraint (4.9e) ensures that only up to α PRBs
can be shared between tenants, this can be set by the InP according to some pre-
defined policies or rules. The binding constraint between the decision variables
yirtl and xrt is expressed in (4.9f). Constraint (4.9g) expresses the SINR threshold
γth that need to be satisfied in order to use a PRB. Constraint (4.9h) defines that
users from the same tenant and different tenants should be allocated a different
PRB if they connect to the same SBS (same cell avoidance) and V in this case
is an arbitrary large integer. Constraints (4.9i) and (4.9j) remind the binary of







irtlyirtl +V (1− yirtl)






irtly jrt ′l + Inoise
(4.10)
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In the defined problem, the framework aims to optimize the amount of reusable
resource blocks with SINR restriction rather than directly optimize the data
throughput. Even so, the framework can still have promising gain in throughput
cause our proposal aims to ultimately reuse inter slice resources compared to
present state of the arts. However, this gain might not be guaranteed all the time
while compare to the same optimization with constant transmission power (same
formulation without power level definition). To this end, a lemma is contributed to
shed the light on the issue.
Lemma 1: Under proposed inter-tenant resource sharing framework, the
maximum system rate can be possibly provided by the non-reuse case with constant
power rather than the reuse case with power control in certain scenarios.
Proof: In this case, a simplified mathematic model is shown to proof the
statement in lemma 1. The Eq.(4.11) shows the typical SINR calculation for a
user i, where ω1 and ω2 are the power controlling ratio of the signaling cell and
interfering cell respectively, ranged from 0 to 1. The parameters gi and gi′ are
antenna gains from the signaling cell and interfering cell for user. Still, two cell
has the same maximum transmission power pmax.
γi =
giω1 pmax
gi′ω2 pmax + Inoise
(4.11)
Assume an extreme scenario where two users are located in two adjacent cells
with that UE 1 is located at the edge of cell 1 ended up with an extreme small
antenna gain as g1=1 and UE 2 is located at the center of cell 2 with an extreme
high antenna gain as g2=N, a large positive number. Meanwhile assume that the
antenna gain from interfering cell for UE 1 is g′1 = 1 (maximum interference)
and for UE 2 is g′2 =
1
N . To further simplify the SINR calculation, assume that
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maximum transmission power pmax for both cells is 1 and thermal noise Inoise is 1N
which is small enough to be ignored. Following the Eq.(4.11), the SINR for each































Based on the achieved SINR, the system sum rate can be calculated (aggregated
rate of two users) as,
R = ∆ f [log2(1+ γ1)+ log2(1+ γ2)]
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To compare with non-reuse case, Eq.(4.16) can be rewritten to express the
following scenarios: (1) only UE 1 is served (ω1=1 and ω2=0) and (2) only UE 2
is served ((ω1=0 and ω2=1)).
The achievable rate for ω1=1 and ω2=0 scenario is calculated as,
R(ω1=1&ω2=0) = ∆ f log2(1+N) (4.17)
The achievable rate for ω1=0 and ω2=1 scenario is calculated as,
R(ω1=0&ω2=1) = ∆ f log2(1+N
2) (4.18)
If start from first scenario (ω1=1 & ω2=0), higher rate can be obtained com-
pared to the rate calculated in Eq.(4.17) by increasing ω2 from 0 to 1 in Eq.(4.16).
On other hand, if start from the second scenario (ω1=1 & ω2=0),lower rate can
be obtained compared to the rate calculated in Eq.(4.18) by increasing ω1 from 0
to 1. In this case, it is true to say that either higher or lower rate can be achieved
by re-using the PRBs between users with power control compared to non-reuse
with maximum a constant power/ maximum power under proposed optimization
framework. The achievable aggregated rate can be deeply influenced by the value
of N.
4.3.3 Mathematical Differences between LX and TX
The above problem formulation is the one describing TX mathematically since
the inter-tenant sharing subset is completely decided by the optimization problem
itself. There is no pre-defined subset of resources that decide which PRBs are
shareable or belong to a certain tenant. With this understanding, this section
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illustrates the difference between LX and TX in terms of formulation based on
their available PRB set:
• TX Optimization: Problem I is the exact mathematical expression for TX
operation. To be noted, the set of PRBs that users and tenants can use are all the
same, which is C.
• LX Optimization: LX operation has the same objective function and con-
straints as the TX operation has except the different PRB set for each tenant t,
defined as Ct. In the PRB subset Ct of a tenant, the pre-defined shareable PRBs
are marked manually before operation starts. Regarding to Problem I, the resource
set C shall be replaced by Ct in all constraints while considering different t.
4.4 Proposed Algorithms: Resource and Power Joint
Allocation (RPJA)
In this section, this work proposes two algorithms with different complexity to
solve the optimization problem in polynomial time due to the NP-hardness of
optimization framework. Both algorithms aim to allocate PRBs and variable power
to UEs jointly therefore name them the Resource and Power Joint Allocation
algorithms (RPJA). In addition, to offer fair comparison between the variable
power optimization and constant power optimization, this section further illustrates
resource allocation only version of these two algorithms (called RA algorithms) to
realize constant power resource allocation in our previous optimization problem.
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Algorithm 1: RPJA-h
Data: Location coordinates of UEs and SBSs; network parameters nt , β , δ ,
α and γth; Interference matrix HN×N = /0, PRBs set C and UEs set I.
Result: PRBs Association, Power Allocation and Rate Estimation.
Step 1: PRB Association and Power Allocation
for r:=1 to M ∈ C do
• sort elements (ascending) in I based on pminirtl ;
for i:=1 to N ∈ I do
repeat
• obtain location and channel information of UE i;
• allocate power (1+S) pminirtl from nearest SBS;
if (φ tt ′i j = 1 & γirtl ≥ γth for all associated users) then
• yirtl =1, PRB r is assigned to UE i;
• xrt =1, Mark PRB r used by tenant t;
• update matrix HN×N ;
• sort remaining elements (ascending) i+1 to N in I based
on HN×N ;
else
• yirtl & xrt = 0, no association made
end
until δ ,β or (nt +α) is reached;
end
• HN×N = /0, clear the interference matrix for next PRB;
end
Step 2: Compute Sum Rate
• Rh = ∑Rirtlyirtl
4.4.1 RPJA-h and RA-h: Greedy based Heuristic
The proposed optimization problem is classified as a knapsack problem due to
the nature of assigning discrete PRBs and power levels. Therefore, to explore the
sub-optimal solution in polynomial time, this work firstly proposes a simplified
greedy based heuristic algorithm named RPJA-h. The procedure of conducting
RPJA-h is shown in the pseudo code Algorithm 1: in step 1, RPJA-h randomly
selects one PRB from set C and associates it with a UE requiring minimum power
to pass its SINR threshold, in this way lowest interference will be generated at
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this stage. The association is made if all the constraints in optimization problem
are satisfied. In terms of power, a minimum power pminirtl with a slack S (a small
portion of pminirtl ) is allocated to the PRB-UE pair which ensures the connection
would not lost because of the future reuse of this PRB. Meanwhile, the potential
interference will be quantified and saved to an interference matrix HN×N in which
each interfering user pair is indicated by hi j elementally. The matrix is in a form
as follows for a N users system:
HN×N =

0 h12 . . . h1N
h21 0 . . . h2N
...
... . . .
...
hN1 hN2 . . . 0

(4.19)
With the updated HN×N , the remaining unassociated UEs will be sorted again
based on the present system interference until no more association can be made.
This step ends when all PRBs are considered. In step 2, the sum rate of all
associations Rh is calculated. This algorithm can also be called a interference
based greedy algorithm because the sorting is based on HN×N . To compare
with constant power optimization, RPJA-h has another version without applying
variable power allocation (PRBs association only) thus named RA-h. The only
difference RA-h has in Algorithm 1 is that RA-h allocates maximum transmit
power pmaxirtl to association pair instead of (1+S)p
min
irtl through the whole process.
As can be seen, RPJA-h engages more resource reuse compared to RA-h due to its
stricter interference control.
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4.4.2 RPJA-adv and RA-adv: Advanced Iterative Heuristic
To improve the performance of RPJA-h, this work further designs an advanced
iterative algorithm named RPJA-adv. The procedure of implementing RPJA-adv
is illustrated in Algorithm 2. The key difference between RPJA-adv and RPJA-h
is that RPJA-adv randomly changes the sorting result in RPJA-h with certain
possibility for each iteration z thus better PRB-UE association can be expected.
In order to make such change with a certain possibility, a set of mathematical
transformation is proposed accordingly. A parameter named critical decision value









The Ei indicates the sorting element of corresponding UE i which can be either
pminirtl or aggregated interference in HN×N for this UE, and Emax indicates the
maximum element among all candidate users. Once d′i for all users has been
decided, a critical selection range for each UE is derived as Di. The first sorted
user has critical selection range as D1 ∈ [0,d′1] and Di ∈ [d′i−1,d′i +d′i−1] is the one
for the rest of users. As shown in Algorithm 2, the step 1 begins with uniformly
generating a random number ζ between 0 and 1 for each iteration z, then the
critical selection range Di is found for each UE by Eq.(4.20) and Eq.(4.21) based
on pminirtl . In this case the sorting of users is carried out depended on the distance
between ζ and each Di. With this sorting result, PRB-UE association will be
made and minimum power with a slack will be allocated as in RPJA-h. It is
important to note that the same sorting decision with mathematical transformation
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Algorithm 2: RPJA-adv
Data: Location coordinates of UEs and SBSs; network parameters nt , β , δ ,
α and γth; Interference matrix HN×N = /0, PRBs set C and UEs set I.
Result: PRBs Association, Power Allocation and Rate Estimation.
Step 1: PRB association and Power Allocation
for z:=1 to Z do
• generate a random number ζ between 0 and 1;
for r:=1 to M ∈ C do
• conduct the transformation in Eq.(4.20) and Eq.(4.21) based on
pminirtl and generate Di for all UEs;
• sort elements (ascending) in I based on the distance between ζ
and Di;
for i:=1 to N ∈ I do
repeat
• obtain location and channel information of UE i;
• allocate power (1+S) pminirtl from nearest SBSs;
if (φ tt ′i j = 1 & γirtl ≥ γth for all associated users) then
• yirtl =1, PRB r is assigned to UE i ;
• xrt =1, Mark PRB r used by tenant t;
• update matrix HN×N ;
• conduct the transformation in Eq.(4.20) and Eq.(4.21)
based on interference in HN×N and generate Di for
remaining UEs;
• sort unassociated elements (ascending) in I based on
the distance between ζ and Di;
else
• yirtl & xrt = 0, no association made
end
until δ ,β or (nt +α) is reached;
end
• HN×N = /0, clear the interference matrix for next PRB;
end
• R(z) = ∑Rirtlyirtl;
end
Step 2: Provide Best Performed Sum Rate
• Radv = max{R}
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is conducted based on interference matrix HN×N for the remaining users until no
more association can be made afterwards. At the end of step 1 the sum rate for
each iteration z is estimated and saved to database, and in step 2 result of the best
sum rate iteration will be generated as final output of RPJA-adv. Similarly, another
version of RPJA-adv with constant power allocation is also designed, as RA-adv.
Similar to Problem Formulation, both algorithms shown in this section is
based on TX operation. For LX operation, the subset of available PRBs shall be
decided based on the tenancy of users, which is known when network controller is
obtaining the location and channel information of users.
4.4.3 Complexity
Moreover, the complexity and scalability of algorithms are also outlined. The
optimization problem with all set of constraints are in a form of mixed integer liner
programming, which is known as NP-Hard problem. In terms of its scalability, the
dimension of optimization problem is |C|+ |T|+ |C||T|+2|I||T|+2|I||C||T||P|+
|I|2|C||T||P|, which makes optimal solution impossible to be computed in real-
time networks operation. As can be observed, if the set of resources, tenancies
and base stations increase to a large scale, the scalability of proposed problem can
be extremely high. On the other hand, the proposed algorithms RPJA-h and RPJA-
adv have complexity O(|I||C|) and O(|I||C|Z), respectively, which is deemed
can be solved in polynomial time. In terms of complexity, the algorithms are
much more efficient than linear programming optimization itself, however, the
performance might be compromised in a certain degrees. This complexity and




The numerical investigation has been conducted based on a wide set of varied
scenarios in our research. We firstly explain the system environment and as-
sumptions that realize a C/U split wireless network. Secondly, a set of large
scale realistic network simulation is presented, in which we compare the RPJA
and RA embedded LX and TX with classic network slicing methods in terms of
different performance perspectives. Thirdly, we further illustrate improvement
limit, optimality, complexity and scalability of proposed optimization problem
and algorithms by introducing a small scale network simulation.
4.5.1 Simulation Scenario and Parameters
The simulated wireless network environment follows the LTE-Advanced network
principles proposed by 3GPP [115]. A widely used 10 MHz channel bandwidth is
adopted, which provides in total 50 available PRBs in all scenarios we simulated.
To realize the C/U split RAN network, a cluster of SBSs is deployed in a MBS
(located at the center) controlling area. The number of SBSs varies from 3 to
15 and the deployment follows a Poisson Point Process (PPP). The selected
SBSs are standard pico cells that serve traffic in hot zones. We assume the base
station transmit with its maximum power in the case without power control and
only downlink signal is considered. The performance of proposed optimization
framework is sensible to the number of macro cells, pico cells and UEs since these
are related to the total network capacity and traffic loads. However, as expected,
the optimization performance is linearly related to the number of macro cells and
pico cells, but reversely linearly related to the number of UEs. In this numerical
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investigation, only one scenario is used to illustrate the optimization framework
performance as suggested in [130].
A summary of used parameters is concluded in Table 4.1. The custom made
simulation has been designed and implemented in MATLAB based on the exten-
sive Monte Carlo iterations. In each iteration, UEs from two tenants are randomly
distributed in the hot zones. The SINR threshold is decided by the average channel
conditions of all users in each iteration. In addition, according to [130], the general
used maximum transmission power of a pico cell is 0.25 W and the circuit power
of each is 14.9 W.
Table 4.1 SIMULATION SPECIFICATION AND PARAMETERS [115]
Parameters Values / Assumptions
Network layout 1 MBS with
3 - 15 SBSs
Cell radius (m) MBS:1000
SBS: 200
Carrier frequency (GHz) 2
MBS antenna gain (dBi) 14
SBS antenna gain (dBi) 10
Attena configuration 1 Tx for BS, 1 Rx for UE
Thermal noise (dBm/Hz) -174
System Bandwidth (MHz) 10
No. of PRBs in the pool 50
SBS Path loss (dB) 140.7+36.7log10(D) (D in km)
MBS Path loss (dB) 128.1+36.7log10(D) (D in km)
Shadowing standard deviation (dB) 6
Max SBS TX power (dBm) 24
SINR threshold γth (dB) 25
MBS TX power (dBm) 43
Number of UEs 50 - 150
Max No. of a PRB reuse 5
Max No. of UE requirement for PRBs 2
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In order to provide well-rounded results, this work compares the proposed
algorithms with two classic virtual resource slicing approaches in virtual network
for a two tenants scenario: resource based NVS (NVS-RB) and static reservation
(SR). As mentioned in Introduction, the NVS-RB [102] offers certain flexibility
in network slicing, it initially reserves a proportion of resources for each slice
but automatically transfer resources between slices based on traffic conditions
(dynamic resource requirement of each tenant). On the other hand, the SR remains
the fixed partition of resources for slices despite the variation of traffic. The
advantage of NVS-RB is the self-reacting adjustment for slicing resources based on
incoming traffic therefore in all simulation scenarios our LX and TX mechanisms
will be embedded on the top of NVS-RB by slicing PRBs in BBU pool before
enabling inter-tenant sharing. In conclusion, for all scenarios, the performance
evaluation will be compared among the following cases: LX and TX (using
RPJA-h, RPJA-adv, RA-h and RA-adv), NVS-RB and SR.
4.5.2 Performance Evaluation
(1) System Throughput Performance
In this large scale simulation, this section shows network performance of 6
SBSs scenario. Besides, the number of UEs varied from 50 to 150 as traffic load.
To be noted, we applied 10 PRBs (20% of total resources) as the total amount of
inter-tenant sharing PRBs, the α , among two tenants registered in network.
The Fig.4.3(a) and Fig.4.3(b) show the cumulative throughput of variable
power allocation (RPJA) and constant power (RA) allocation methods.
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As may be observed, the total throughput in all cases increases with the traffic
load due to the increasing number of UEs in network. However, the throughput at
last comes to a saturated status at certain traffic load since the UEs requirement
exceeds the available PRBs in resource pool for all cases. As expected, our
proposed LX and TX embedded in both RPJA-adv and RA-adv methods are the
last saturated methods in very congested traffic with around 140 UEs. Meanwhile,
with slightly loss of maximum throughput of LX and TX embedded in both RPJA-
h and RA-h methods is saturated at around 130 UEs scenario, which are still
outperformed than SR (saturated at 80) and NVS-RB (saturated at 100).
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Fig. 4.3 Throughput performance of both RPJA and RA algorithms
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In Fig.4.3(a), TX (RPJA-adv), LX (RPJA-adv), TX (RPJA-h) and LX (RPJA-
h) achieve the maximum system throughput of 154.1 Mbps, 152 Mbps, 147.2
Mbps and 144.9 Mbps respectively at their saturated point, which translates to a
maximum throughput gains by 19.5%, 17.8%, 14.1% and 12.3% compared to SR
(129 Mbps), and by 11.6%, 10.07%, 7.4% and 4.9% compared to NVS-RB (138.1
Mbps). With slightly higher gains (see Fig.4.3(b)), the maximum throughput of
TX (RA-adv), LX (RA-adv), TX (RA-h) and LX (RA-h) outperformed SR by
20.6%, 18.6%, 15.3% and 14.0%, and NVS-RB by 12.10%, 12.7%, 8.0% and
6.2%. As stated in Lemma 1, the RA embedded methods with constant power can
have slightly higher sum rates compared to the RPJA embedded methods with
power control due to the dynamic network traffic. In addition, LX usually loses
1-3% throughput compared to TX embedded in all methods due to the flexibility
in choosing the shareable PRBs of TX.
(2) Per User Rate Performance
In Fig.4.4(a-d), we present the per user achievable rate based on cumulative
distribution function (CDF) analysis. For simplicity of presentation, in this part we
only compare TX embedded in all algorithms and the classic methods because the
result of LX has the same trend and characteristics as TX. Among these figures,
we focus on the CDF percentage of 1.5 Mbps point which can be seemed as a
threshold dividing lower rate and higher rate.
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(a) RPJA based TX for 50 Users
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(b) RA based TX for 50 Users
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(c) RPJA based TX for 150 Users
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(d) RA based TX for 150 Users
Fig. 4.4 Per user rate performance of TX operation
In terms of this specific point, Fig.4.4(a) and 4.4(b) show that both RPJA and
RA based TX operation provide more users with higher data rate (≥ 1.5Mbps)
compared to classic methods in a low traffic network scenario with 50 users, in
which RA-adv, RA-h, RPJA-adv and RPJA-h have 68%, 62%, 65% and 60%
respectively of total user population achieving data rate beyond the threshold
compared to 44% and 52% of SR and NVS-RB, respectively. This result indicates
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that our proposed algorithms can not only improve the system throughput but also
the individual user rate by engaging aggressive resource reuse between tenants.
Similarly, Fig.4.4(c) and Fig.4.4(d) indicate that even in a very congested traffic
scenario with 150 users, TX embedded in RA-adv, RA-h, RPJA-adv and RPJA-h
also generate 12%, 8%, 8.5% and 7.5% high data rate UEs compared to SR and
NVS-RB both with merely 5% high data rate UEs. However, in this extreme
congested scenario, not all UEs can be served with a satisfying rate or even
connected to the SBSs due to the high interference environment and the lack of
resources.
(3) Energy Efficiency Performance
In this part, we evaluate the energy efficiency between different methods as
a trade-off for comparing data rate. In Fig.4.5, the EE of all methods with TX
operation is illustrated. The reason for using only TX is still that there is no
obvious difference in EE results between LX and TX operations in our simulation.
We use the box plots to illustrate the variations of EE for all methods through the
low traffic load scenario to the high traffic load scenario. Each box itself represents
the EE value variation range, and the red band in the box indicates the median in
value. Some extreme values are indicated by the red crosses.
Without a doubt, RPJA-adv has the best EE distribution (the box) and RPJA-h,
RA-adv, RA-h ranks accordingly behind it. Such results indicate that the RPJA
algorithms not only focus on motivating the reuse of PRBs but also lowering
transmit power which can still satisfy the signal link. In details, RPJA-adv and
PRJA-h provides the EE distribution between 1.32 to 1.53 and 1.29 to 1.50,
respectively, compared to the one of RA-adv and RA-h between 1.27 to 1.49 and
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Fig. 4.5 Energy efficiency(EE) advantage of RPJA basedTX
1.23 to 1.42, respectively. As may be observed, RA-adv is the one has the closest
distribution of RPJA algorithms, which is brought by its advantage in providing
high rate. In terms of classic methods we compared with, SR has the worst EE
performance with distribution between 1.15 to 1.2, on the other hand, NVS has
relatively higher distribution between 1.65 to 1.27 due to the relative higher PRBs
reuse efficiency.
(4) Parameters Margin Study
In this set of numerical investigations, we study two parameters that potentially
influence the performance of our proposed algorithms. Firstly, Fig.4.6(a) and
Fig.4.6(b) show that the change of inter-tenant sharing capacity α , ranged from
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no sharing to 14 PRBs sharing, can translate to a variation in system throughput.
In highly congested network scenario with 150 users, Fig.4.6(a) indicates that
the system throughput of RPJA algorithm, TX and LX based RPJA-adv and
RPJA-h both increase the network throughput with the increasing sharable number
of PRBs. However, they all comes to a saturated status while sharing capacity
increased to 12. This happens because the total interference in network reaches its
cap therefore no more reuse could happen even though more sharable resources
become available. Compared to no inter-tenant sharing scenario (α = 0), which
has system throughput of 138.1 Mbps, TX(RPJA-adv), LX (RPJA-adv), TX (RPJA-
h) and LX (RPJA-h) improve system throughput by 13.7%, 11.7%, 7.8% and 6.6%
respectively at their saturated point. The same changing pattern also appear in
RA algorithms in result, Compared to no sharing scenario, the maximum gains in
throughput provided by TX (RA-adv), LX (RA-adv), TX (RA-h) and LX (RA-h)
are 14.5%, 13.1%, 8.7% and 7.4% respectively.
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(a) RPJA Sharing Capacity
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(b) RA Sharing Capacity
Fig. 4.6 Throughput improvement brought by changing sharing capacity of RPJA and RA
for 150 users traffic load
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Meanwhile, this work studies the efficiency of proposed RPJA-adv and RA-
adv algorithms to locate a near-optimal solution compared to RPJA-h and RA-h.
In Fig.4.7, the curve was plotted based on the average number of both RPJA-
adv and RA-adv near-optimal solutions compared to greedy heuristic results for
different designated iterations Z. It can be easily understood that better solutions
are obtained increasingly with the increasing iteration times from initially 50
iterations until 400 iterations is reached. The maximum number of founded near-
optimal solutions is around 21 in average and it is unchanged since 400 iterations
mainly because of the searching limitation of RPJA-adv and RA-adv.































4.5.3 Optimality and Complexity Evaluation
Finally, this work presents performance comparison between optimal solutions and
proposed algorithms in a small scale simulation. The simulation was conducted
based on an environment including 3 SBSs, 10 to 50 UEs traffic load, 10 available
PRBs in central BBU pool, totally 4 inter-tenant sharing PRBs and other unchanged
parameters.
Fig.4.8(a) and Fig.4.8(b) show the system throughput of variable power al-
location framework and constant power allocation framework, respectively. In
both graphs, as expected optimal solutions (RPJA-OP and RA-OP) for both LX
and TX show the similar developing trend as algorithms have but with higher
throughput in value, which is because of the optimality and stability provided by
MATLAB MILP solver. The maximum throughput improvement is still evaluated
at the saturated point of all methods, in Fig.4.8(a), optimal solution LX(RPJA-OP)
outperforms LX(RPJA-adv) and LX(RPJA-h) by 15.1% and 24.0% respectively;
On the other hand, optimal solution TX(RPJA-OP) outperforms TX(RPJA-adv)
and TX (RPJA-h) by 14.5% and 24.2% respectively. For constant power methods,
Fig.4.8(b) shows that LX(RA-OP) outperforms LX(RA-adv) and LX(RA-h) by
14.5% and 19.0% respectively, as well as TX(RA-OP) outperforms LX(RA-adv)
and LX(RA-h) by 11.4% and 21.8% respectively. The throughput performance
compared with SR and NVS-RB is also summarized in Table 4.2.
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(a) RPJA based optimization and RPJA algorithm
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(b) RA based optimization and RA algorithm
Fig. 4.8 Throughput performance of MILP based optimal solution and proposed algorithms
in small scale simulation
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Table 4.2 AVERAGE ENHANCEMENT IN SMALL SCALE SIMULATION
Methods Complexity Gains on SR Gains on NVS-RB
LX: RPJA-OP NP-Hard 27.2% 19.5%
LX: RA-OP NP-Hard 33.9% 25.9%
LX: RPJA-adv O(|I||C|Z) 11.2% 4.6%
LX: RA-adv O(|I||C|Z) 18.1% 11.0%
LX: RPJA-h O(|I||C|) 6.8% 1.3%
LX: RA-h O(|I||C|) 13.7% 6.9%
TX: RPJA-OP NP-Hard 30.2% 23.3%
TX: RA-OP NP-Hard 34.9% 29.6%
TX: RPJA-adv O(|I||C|Z) 15.3% 8.4%
TX: RA-adv O(|I||C|Z) 22.2% 14.9%
TX: RPJA-h O(|I||C|) 8.9% 2.4%
TX: RA-h O(|I||C|) 15.8% 8.9%
Table 4.3 VARIABLES AND CONSTRAINTS SIZE SCALABILITY
Problem I dimension Variables Constraints
M=5,N=5, |T|=2,|P|=3 160 1087
M=10,N=10, |T|=2,|P|=3 620 7272
M=10,N=50, |T|=2,|P|=3 3100 36192
M=50,N=50, |T|=2,|P|=3 15100 780352
The throughput gap between optimal solutions and proposed algorithms ranges
from 15% to 25% in this small scale system but it can be reduced while scaling
up the system size. Table III shows an example of the scalability. However, the
complexity of proposed algorithms are simply decided by the number of iterations,
users and resources (also see Table 4.3). Therefore, by sacrificing a slight loss
in a large scale network scenario, the performance of both greedy and iterative
algorithms is acceptable. More information about the optimality and complexity




In this chapter, an inter-tenant resource sharing binding with variable power
allocation optimization framework is proposed. The goal of the framework is to
expand network capacity and user service rate by reusing the physical resources,
which can be specifically realized by encouraging a flexible degree in resource
sharing between tenants and allocating proper transmit power to each resource-
user association. By introducing the LX and TX operations, different options are
available under the optimization framework. To eliminate the curse of complexity,
two resource and power joint allocation algorithms are designed and satisfying
gains in terms of network performance are achieved by applying these algorithms.
The improvement in networks performance has been demonstrated in the extensive
numerical experiments. The total networks capacity and single user service quality
can be increased by over 10% depends on different operation scenarios. In this
sense, a future virtual controller with such optimization scheme can provide higher
resources efficiency and network functional flexibility to all the parties in networks.
In this optimization framework, only downlink signal is considered because
this work so far consider flexibly assign resources to users with aspect of networks
SPs. However, with the increasing requirement in uplink, there is also need for a
uplink version optimization in resource sharing and assignment as potential future
extension. In this case, the uplink optimization with same resource sharing princi-
ple can be achieved by extending this framework by including more constraints,
such as interference among users, various uplink service types, and potential
D2D communications opportunities or restrictions. However, uplink optimization
can be more complicated in networks engineering views, because users are more
diverse than service provides then it would be difficult to realistically apply a
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resource sharing scheme to end users. The possible solution for this could be
that let SPs of users to encourage users resource sharing with certain principle.
In general, similar uplink optimization framework is feasible but requires more





INTER-TENANT SHARING IN 5G
NETWORKS
Nowadays the network virtualization is brought to the spotlight due to the boom-
ing user requirements in multi-tier multi-cell wireless networks. However, as
mentioned in the last chapter, the potential price for facilitating network slicing in
a multi-tenant virtual network is the underutilization of treasured wireless network
resources caused by varied tenant requirements and dynamic traffic episodes. A
potential way to avoid such sacrifice of radio resources is to allow further inter-
tenant sharing between tenants to engage a flexible reuse of resources. However,
beyond this issue is the potential performance limit brought by the realistic net-
works themselves: the limited fronthaul capacity for data forwarding cells and
different tenant service rate. Therefore, this chapter proposes a novel inter-tenant
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optimal resource sharing framework hand in hand with cooperative transmission
(multi-cell association) technique to motivate aggressive resource utilization and
solid Quality of Service (QoS) for users. In this optimization framework, the
fronthaul capacity limitation is considered and resources assignment is made for
satisfying certain service rate requirement from users. Meanwhile, due to the high
complexity of the defined optimization problem, another iterative randomization
algorithm is developed accordingly to solve the problem in polynomial time. The
numerical results demonstrate significant improvement in network performance
compared to certain classic resource sharing approaches.
5.1 Introduction
In emerging 5G wireless networks, clustered low power SBSs which are integrated
with a MBS is deemed as the way forward in network topology for improving
cell edge throughput and QoS. The SDN based network architecture in this case
offers the required flexibility in network operation between SBSs and MBS by
separating the control plane and user plane. However, besides these advantages,
the performance of data forwarding SBSs to some extents is limited by their
fronthaul links capacity, which is a physical fibre link connecting to the core
network. In addition, the fronthauls usually have limited capacity for resource
transmission compared to backhaul which is a pitfall in supporting high data
rate. On the other hand, different service requirements from different SPs/ tenants
in this case make the problem even more complicated since state of the arts at
present do not manage network resources based on the dynamic varying service
rate. Therefore, a novel optimization framework to both satisfy diverse service
rate of tenants and assign resources taking the fronthaul load into accounts is
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proposed. Moreover, to achieve aggressive gain in network performance, the
cooperative communications/ joint transmission technique is introduced to this
framework as a powerful tool to improve poor link quality and compensate cell
edge users. In terms of cooperative communications, it is one of the widely used
CoMP technique. The essence of joint transmission is to allow several SBSs form
a coordinated signal transmission cluster that jointly support data rate to users.
Coupled with SDN based architecture, the control and measurement signal of joint
transmission cells can be centrally managed by the independent control plane. In
this work, the only issue constraint the performance of joint communication is the
fronthaul capacity of SBSs as mentioned at the beginning.
The rest of chapter is organized as following: section 5.2 illustrates the details
of optimization focuses in a network engineering horizon; In section 5.3 the
problem formulations of the optimization frameworks is outlined. Besides, the
realistic networks topology is explained in details; In section 5.4, an efficient
iterative randomization algorithm is also proposed to provide sub-optimal solution
to the problem, called IRRA algorithm and section 5.5 presents the wide sets of
investigations with both large scale and small scale system simulations. At last,
section 5.6 concludes the chapter.
5.2 Optimal Multi-Cell transmission and Inter-Tenant
Resource Sharing
In a SDN based 5G network, the central BBU resource pool created by a indepen-
dent powerful controller holds the global resources for all registered tenants and
now intends to optimally partition these resources based on both tenant policy and
current traffic scenario to end users. During this process, nonetheless, some issues
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that negatively impact the system performance come up, which includes the lim-
ited fronthaul capacity of data planes (small cells), low resource reuse efficiency
caused by isolation between tenants and various service rate requirements from
users. In this case, we propose an optimization framework to tackle these issues
based on the following three aspects:
Fronthaul Aware Joint Cell Association
In the realistic multi-tier multi-cell networks, the UEs with different service rate
requirements (tenancy dependent or independent) are randomly and non-uniformly
distributed in the small cells areas at most time. In this case, the unbalanced
traffic among serving small cells would result in bad signal quality or even lost of
connection for certain UEs while some cells reach their fronthaul capacity. The
solution to this issue could be optimally associate traffic, the UEs, by utilizing
multi-point transmission and considering PRBs reuse conditions. By setting up
a proper SINR threshold and applying cooperative cell association, the UE-cell
association shall be made by attempting to offload traffic in extreme busy SBSs and
compensate some weak quality signal links. To be noted, this aspect of proposed
optimization scheme is not aiming for realizing load balancing but improving the
aggregated data rate although in certain degrees the traffic load can be balanced
to serve our goal. As long as the optimal data throughput and minimal lost of
connection is ensured, the fronthaul aware joint cell association is deemed as a
success.
Service Rate Aware Resource Slicing
Since this work is built based on a SDN enabled network, the central BBU pool is
responsible for assigning the global resources (full frequency bands in network) to
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tenants registered in network. By applying network virtualization, such mission
can be completed in a central network controller and global resources shall be
sliced into different partitions for each tenants. Regarding to this, normally such
resource slicing is made based on the tenancy agreement between service providers
and infrastructure providers. Referred to survey in [131], there are several types of
agreement: equally and statically reserve the resources for each tenant in network,
dynamically partition the resources based on the proportion of cumulative traffic
for each tenant and, dynamically partition the resources based on the traffic in
specific cells. However, our work also aims to slice the resources based on the
various service requirement/ service type of end users from different tenants rather
than the amount of users in network. Therefore, our optimization framework
contains constraints of rate requirement for all end users which might be tenancy
dependent or independent. By assign resource in this way, the user requirement
can always be satisfied dynamically.
Interference based Inter-Tenant Resource Sharing
To increase the resource reuse efficiency, we motivate an interference based
inter-tenant resource sharing principle in the optimization framework to allow
part of resources which is scalable in each slice/tenant to be reused by others.
The inter-tenant shareable orthogonal resource blocks are dynamically decided
depends on the present interference level (reused times) of them. By defining
the number of inter-tenant resource blocks, efficient reuse can be achieved with
a strict control of network interference level. In present state of the art, some
works suggest fully reuse of all resources in BBU pool despite of the tenancy.
However, from our research and by considering a congestive small cells network,
there are three reasons for applying scalable inter-tenant resource sharing rather
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than directly reuse all resources. Firstly, fully reuse normally generates more
interference in network which is hard to realized in a multi-tier small cells deployed
network in realistic engineering. Secondly, the over reused resource in another way
provide lower data rate for cell edge users, which results in no obvious advantage
compared to scalable inter-tenant sharing in terms of network throughput and the
requirement of high service rate user can be sacrificed. The last reason is that
tenancy contract between infrastructure providers and tenants/operators in realistic
network sometimes are strict especially when those contracts linked to operators’
financial contribution which means the network operator is unable to always ask
for the best resource provision in network coordination once the contracts are
activated.
FronthaulFronthaul
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 4 5 2 4 53 6 3 6











Fig. 5.1 Toy example: optimal resource reuse with multi-cell transmission. Tenant 1 users
require only 1 PRBs while Tenant 2 users require 2 PRB. Limited resources in BBU pool
contains 6 PRBs (3 for each tenant) and each fronthaul is limited to transmit 5 PRBs. The
PRB 3 and 6 are inter-tenant sharing ones from each tenant.
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In the horizon of network engineering, this optimization framework considers
different aspects of realistic network scenarios. A toy example is shown in Fig.5.1
that illustrates all the principles mentioned above. In this example, the service
requirement of all end users are taken into account and satisfied. Meanwhile, the
only cell edge user is served by joint transmission which ensures that both cell
fronthaul capacity would not be exceeded. On the other hand, the inter-tenant
shareable resource blocks are defined as one of each slice resources. In such a
congested environment, the inter-tenant sharing compensates the reuse limitation
caused by unbalance traffic and isolate network slicing. The figure demonstrates
the optimal resource allocation to users (the number marked next to user symbol)
which satisfies the service requirement and generates lowest interference for
reusing.
5.3 System Model and Problem Formulations
Regarding to system model, this work considers a downlink two-tier Heteroge-
neous network where MBSs are overlaid with (clustered) low transmit power
SBSs. The MBSs are linked to C-MME, the C-GW and core packet data networks
defined in the 3GPP specification via the backhauls as well as are in charge of
providing control signal. On the other hand, the SBSs in so called hot zones are
linked to MBSs via fronthauls. In this case, the PRBs in central BBU pool are
transferred and assigned to SBSs via fronthauls. However, due to the much less
capacity of fronthauls compared to backhauls, the amount of PRBs assigned to
each SBS is limited and such assignment requires optimization.
The network topology is shown in Fig.5.2. The central MBS provides con-
trolling functionalities to the whole network. Meanwhile, there are two hot zones
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Fig. 5.2 C/U split SDN topology: intensified deployment of SBSs in a MBS control area.
The traffic episode among tenants is usually non-uniformly distributed.
awaiting incoming user traffic, which will be served by low power overlapped
SBSs. As mentioned, the SBSs are equipped with cooperative communication
technique that up to several SBSs can serve a same cell edge user depending on
certain policies setting. This topology is deemed to provide high throughput and
improve cell edge user data rate. As can be seen, the MBS is responsible for
creating BBU pool which centrally mange all the radio resources, controlling user
admission and assign resources to SBSs based on traffic requirement. On the other
hand, the SBSs are merely focusing on resource and power allocation to their
connected users.
Similar to the network topology in Chapter 4, this topology is also following
C/U split network architecture introduced in 3GPP release 11 [23]. The generic
architecture suggests a separate control plane in various locations, however, to
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be in line with the topology in Chapter 4, this network topology also considers
deploying the control plane into a centralized macro base station.
5.3.1 Preliminaries
In order to present the optimal cell association and resource allocation, this work
defines the following binary decision variables as preliminaries.
xrt =
 1 if PRB r is assigned to tenant t.0 otherwise. (5.1)
yirbt=
1 if UE i in tenant t associatedwithSBS b usesPRB r.0 otherwise. (5.2)
τib =
 1 if UE i is associated to SBS b.0 otherwise. (5.3)
Notations I, C, T and B are used to indicate the set of UEs, PRBs, tenants
and SBSs level respectively. In this work, only mathematical set and variables are
written in bold style. As mentioned before, we have |C|= M PRBs in resource
pool and |B| = K SBSs (in a set B) waiting to serve a number of |I| = N users
from number of |T| tenants, then the potential maximum power of each PRB is
pirb.
In this case, if users i and j are from the same tenant then there is t = t ′.




∑ j∈I′∑d∈B′∑t ′∈T gird pirdy jrdt ′ + Inoise
(5.4)
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The term γirbt and Inoise indicates the SINR and the background noise of the
channel respectively. The channel gain and transmission power are not associated
with tenant therefore the t is not embedded in the definition.
Based on Eq.(5.4), the achievable data rate of UE i by taking PRB r can be
approximated by the Shannon Capacity Formula,
Rirbt = ∆ f log2(1+ γirbt) (5.5)
where ∆f is the LTE-based frequency space for a PRB.
5.3.2 Problem Formulation






















yirbt = 1,∀r ∈ C,∀b ∈ B (5.7b)
∑
r∈C















yirbt ≤ xrt , ∀i ∈ I,∀r ∈ C,∀b ∈ B,∀t ∈ T (5.7f)
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Rirbtyirbt≤Rmaxi ,∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈T (5.7h)
γirbt(yirbt)≥ γth, ∀i ∈ I,∀r ∈ C,∀b ∈ B,∀t ∈ T (5.7i)
∑
b∈i
τib ≤U, ∀i ∈ I (5.7j)
yirbt ≤ τib, ∀i ∈ I,∀r ∈ C,∀b ∈ B,∀t ∈ T (5.7k)
xrt ∈ {0,1} (5.7l)
yirtl ∈ {0,1} (5.7m)
τib ∈ {0,1} (5.7n)
Constraint (5.7a) ensures that fronthaul capacity cannot be exceeded. Con-
straint (5.7b) indicates that each PRB in the same cell can only be associated with
one UE. Furthermore, constraint (5.7c) ensures that each tenant has their basic
requirement in network slicing which is confirmed by their tenancy agreement
(in our case the cumulated service rate of tenant). Constraint (5.7d) indicates that
every PRB can only be reused up to β times. Constraint (5.7e) restricts the sharing
size α (total number of inter-tenant sharing PRBs) between tenants. Constraint
(5.7f) binds two variables. Constraint (5.7g) indicates that the different service
requirement of users should be satisfied while assign PRB. Constraint (5.7h) de-
notes that the user rate cannot exceed a certain maximum value which aims to
fairly consume resources among all users. Constraint (5.7i) reflects that the SINR
threshold shall be satisfied for each successful PRB-UE association. The capacity
of joint transmission is indicated by constraint (5.7j) where U is the allowable
number of small cells for coordinated transmission. In addition, constraint (5.7k)
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also binds two variables and Constraints (5.7m) and (5.7n) reassure the binary of
variables.
The BBU pool links to small cells via fronthaul link which has certain capacity.
In realistic network, these fronthaul link can support traffic up to several Gb/s
because of the data rate encapsulation brought by common public radio interface
(CPRI) protocol, which increases the dimension of data rates by controlling,
managing and synchronizing the transmission signal. For instance, for a 2.5
MHZ channel transmitting signal with one antenna, the approximate user data
rate it can provide is around 12 Mb/s. However, this number can be increased
to 153.6 Mb/s after CPRI processing, named as CPRI data rate. The details of
CPRI implementation can be found in [132]. For simplicity, this work defines the
fronthaul capacity only referring to original user data rate in transmission which
is much smaller than the realistic fronthaul capacity. Such assumption is also
utilized by works in [133] and [134], which indicates that the ideological change
in fronthaul capacity setting has no impact on the validity of optimization.
There is no doubt that the proposed optimization problem is in the family of
MINLP (Mixed Integer Non-Linear Programming) problem which is difficult to
solve. Therefore, we hereby design an interference threshold Ith instead of γth to
parameterize the SINR γirbt and data rate Rirbt thus linearize the given problem.
With the given interference threshold, the SINR estimation in Eq.(5.4) can be
re-written as a parameter in Eq.(5.8) for any decided variable yirbt = 1, to be noted,
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According to this, rate calculation can be also re-written as a parameter while
yirbt = 1:




In this case, a new constraint that indicates a satisfied SINR for association is used







gird pirdy jrdt ′ ≤ Ith,∀i ∈ I,∀r ∈ C,∀b ∈ B,∀t ∈ T (5.10)
As can be seen, this constraint now becomes a new non-linear constraint. There-








gird pirdy jrdt ′ ≤ Ithyirbt +V (1− yirbt),
∀i ∈ I,∀r ∈ C,∀b ∈ B,∀t ∈ T (5.11)
Where V is a large enough constant number.
By combining all the transformation shown above, the linearized optimization






















yirbt = 1,∀r ∈ C,∀b ∈ B (5.13b)
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∑
r∈C
































gird pirdyjrdt′ ≤ Ithyirbt +V(1− yirbt),
∀i ∈ I,∀r ∈ C,∀b ∈ B,∀t ∈ T (5.13i)
∑
b∈i
τib ≤U, ∀i ∈ I (5.13j)
yirbt ≤ τib, ∀i ∈ I,∀r ∈ C,∀b ∈ B,∀t ∈ T (5.13k)
xrt ∈ {0,1} (5.13l)
yirtl ∈ {0,1} (5.13m)
τib ∈ {0,1} (5.13n)
5.3.3 Handover in Joint Transmission Enabled Architecture
The handover management and the potential overhead signalling it generates are
the key issues during the process of implementing the optimization framework.
Therefore, a brief illustration of the handover principle in the joint transmission
enabled C/U split networks is necessary.
Introduced by [136][137][138], the widely used multi cell handover procedure
normally consists of four different aspects: the serving BSs, the measurement set,
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the coordinating set, and the coordinating BSs. A serving BS is the one in charge
of making handover decision and forwarding data to the user. A measurement set
is a set of BSs whose RSRPs (Reference Signal Receiving Power) can be received
and reported by the UE and feeds back to the serving BS for making the selection
of next main connecting BS. A coordinating set is a set of BSs which are selected
by the serving BS from the measurement set as the incoming joint communication
points. Naturally, the coordinated BSs are those selected from the coordinating
set by the current serving BS for sending assisting data to a UE. Without a central
independent controller, the handover procedure begins by the serving BSs loading
and evaluating the current information of UE mobility and power of nearby BSs.
After that, the coordinating set and coordinating BSs will be selected and screened
by evaluating certain RSRP threshold. At this moment, the decision of handover
is made by serving BSs control plane and the selected BSs take over the UE, then
the updated information of UEs and BSs is collected by new serving BSs.
However, the handover procedure is with reduced inter-cell interference and
delay in the fundamental of C/U split architecture. All the handover requests and
potential generated signalling are handled by central macro BS, with the BBU
pool, which is fully in charge of sending measurement signal, creating set of main
serving BSs and coordinating BSs and handover decision. Although there would
be inter-MBS/ control plane handover procedure if several C/U split networks
are considered, this issue could be optimized by proposal called inter-BBU pool
handover, which can be found in research work [139]. In addition, in the numerical
investigation, the simulation is conducted based on snapshot of network scenarios,
which is in the form of semi-dynamic simulation. In this case, this work at present
does not consider the macro BS signalling optimization, which is deemed as the
future extension.
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5.4 Proposed Efficient Algorithm
5.4.1 Iterative Randomized Resource Assignment Algorithm:
IRRA
In this section, we propose an Iterative Randomized Resource Allocation heuristic
algorithm that provides efficient sub-optimal solution in polynomial time, named
IRRA.
The proposed IRRA algorithm contains two steps, shown in Algorithm 3. First
step aims to iteratively (for L times) allocate and share the resource blocks to
users based on the network wide interference level. The parameter L indicates a
customized iterations numbers, which is integer. In order to obtain better solution
from this algorithm, larger L shall be used but this also generates higher complexity
in computation. More detailed can be found in next section.
In this case, we specifically define a matrix that indicates the aggregated
interference in the network, HN×N . Besides, the mutual interfering user pairs are
clearly indicated by hi j elementally for a N users system.
HN×N =

0 h12 . . . h1N
h21 0 . . . h2N
...
... . . .
...
hN1 hN2 . . . 0

(5.14)
At the beginning, for any given UE i, the associable PRBs for its tenancy are
selected and grouped as a set Ci, then these PRBs are sorted ascending based on
their estimated determinant of the interference matrix, det(HN×N).
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Algorithm 3: Proposed IRRA Algorithm
Data: Location coordinates of UEs and SBSs; network parameters nt , β , δ ,
α and γth, Interference matrix HN×N = /0, PRBs set C, BSs set B and
UE set I.
Result: PRBs Allocation, Cell Association and Throughput Estimation.
Step 1: Cell association and PRB allocation
for l:=1 to L do
for i:=1 to N ∈ I do
• Generate a random number ψ between 0 and 1;
• Obtain location and channel information of UE i;
• Mark the associable BSs set Bi for UE i based on distance;
• Mark the associable PRBs set Ci for UE i based on tenancy;
• Sort PRBs (ascending) in Ci based on interference matrix HN×N ;
• Change sorting result of PRBs based on ψ;
for r:=1 to M ∈ C do
repeat
• Allocate the PRB from a least used SBS;
if all constraints satisfied then
• yirbt =1, PRB r is assigned to UE i;
• xrt =1, Mark PRB r used by tenant t;
• τib = 1, UE i is associated to SBS b;
• Sort remained PRBs (ascending) in C based on
updated HN×N ;
else
• yirtl& τib& xrt = 0, no association made;
end
until Rmin is exceeded;
end
end
• R(l) = ∑Rirbtyirbt ;
end
Step 2: Obtain the best performed throughput
• Rirra = max{R}
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During this process, however, a random variable ψ ∈ (0,1) is generated to
potentially change this sorting result thus the improving resource allocation and
data rate output could be expected. In order to make such change with a certain
possibility, a set of mathematical transformation is proposed. A parameter named









The Er indicates the det(HN×N) estimated by associating PRB r to present UE
i, and Emax indicates the maximum det(HN×N) among all candidate PRBs. Once
d′r for all candidate PRBs has been decided, a critical selection range for each PRB
is derived as Dr. The first sorted user has critical selection range as D1 ∈ [0,d′1]
and Dr ∈ [d′i−r,d′r +d′r−1] is the one for the rest of PRBs. As shown in Algorithm
1, in this case the sorting result of candidate PRBs might be changed depended
on the distance between ψ and each Di. With the updated sorting result, the first
candidate PRB will be associated to UE i by the least loaded SBS nearby. In this
way, the fairness of choosing SBSs can be supported thus the fronthauls capacity
of SBSs are difficult to exceeded in most network scenarios. It is important to
note that the remain PRBs are sorted again after each association until no more
association can be made due to the break clause of any optimization constraints.
At the end of step 1 the sum rate for each iteration l is estimated and saved to
database, and in step 2, result of the best sum rate among L Monte-Carlo iterations




However, as in the family of NP hard problem, the dimension of our optimiza-
tion scheme is very high as |I|+ |C|+ |B|+ |T|+2|I||T|+ |B||C|+3|I||C||B||T|,
which makes optimal solution impossible to achieve in realistic large size networks.
With the increasing of each variables, the total dimension of the problem soars
dramatically, which makes the MILP solver difficult to calculate the optimal com-
bination for variables. On the other hand, the complexity of proposed algorithms
are simply decided by the number of iterations, users and resources. As can be
seen, the complexity of IRRA algorithm is O(|I||C|L). It clearly has advantage
in complexity compared to the original NP-hard MILP problem. However, the
solution provided by IRRA is sub-optimal, which will be discussed extensively in
Numerical Investigation.
5.5 Numerical Investigation
In this section, a wide set of network level simulations is conducted based on
different network scenarios. According to this, we firstly illustrate the system
environment and certain assumptions that used in numerical investigation. The
software defined C/U split wireless network is considered as the simulation system
with a set of 3GPP standardized network parameters. Secondly, different aspects
of network performance are introduced which include system throughput with
multi-cell transmission optimization and with single-cell transmission optimiza-
tion, cumulative density function statistic for individual UEs data rate, system
throughput for different service requirement and throughput performance for dif-
ferent inter-tenant sharing degrees. At last, to provide a well-rounded analysis,
we present a small scale system simulation that discusses the gap between MILP
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based optimal solution and our proposed IRRA algorithm with consideration of
both complexity and scalability of the optimization problem.
Table 5.1 SIMULATION SPECIFICATION AND PARAMETERS [115]
Parameters Values / Assumptions
Network layout 1 MBS with
6 SBSs
Cell radius (m) MBS:1000
SBS: 200
Carrier frequency (GHz) 2
MBS antenna gain (dBi) 14
SBS antenna gain (dBi) 10
Attena configuration 1 Tx for BS, 1 Rx for UE
Thermal noise (dBm/Hz) -174
System Bandwidth (MHz) 10
No. of PRBs in the pool 50
SBS path loss (dB) 140.7+36.7log10(D) (D in km)
MBS path loss (dB) 128.1+36.7log10(D) (D in km)
Shadowing standard deviation (dB) 6
Max SBS TX power (dBm) 24
MBS TX power (dBm) 43
Number of UEs 10 - 100
Max No. of a PRB reuse 6
Tenant A rate requirement (Mb/s) 0.5 - 2.5
Tenant B rate requirement (Mb/s) 2.5 - 4.5
Fronthaul capacity (Mb/s) 50
5.5.1 Simulation Scenario and Parameters
As mentioned in system model, the network topology used in numerical inves-
tigation is chosen based on software defined virtual networks. Meanwhile, the
simulation environment follows the LTE-A principles proposed by 3GPP stan-
dardization in [115]. The widely used 10 MHz channel bandwidth is used in
network, which indicates that a total number of 50 available PRBs can be utilized
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by network tenants and their UEs. Following the C/U split principle of SDN, a
super MBS at the network center provides control signal to a number of standard
pico cells in hot zones. The number of pico cells varies from 3 to 15 in simulation
but the numerical results only shows 6 cells scenario due to the limit of pages.
In addition, the location of SBSs follows the Poisson Point Process (PPP) with
slightly different intensity for each simulation iteration. The assumption is made
that both MBS and SBSs transmit at maximum power for signal links. Regarding
to UEs, for 6 SBSs scenario, there are 10 to 100 UEs appearing in hot zones for
each iteration randomly and non-uniformly. Furthermore, the UE traffic belongs
to two different tenants (A and B) that tenant A is the low requirement service
provider and tenant B is the high requirement provider. ratio of tenants is chosen
as 1:1 but every iteration this ratio has random variation between 3:4 to 4:3. The
summary of these information can be found in Table 5.1.
In order to provide well-rounded results, we compare the IRRA algorithm
with two classic virtual resource slicing approaches in virtual network: resource
based NVS (NVS-RB) and static reservation (SR). As mentioned in Introduction,
technically, the NVS-RB approach intends to reserve a certain proportion of PRBs
in BBU pool for each tenant but could automatically transfer PRBs between slices
based on the traffic share between tenants. On the other hand, the SR approach
holds the fixed partition of network PRBs for different tenants despite the dynamic
changes in traffic. In numerical investigation, both approaches associate UEs to
cells based on SINR greedy manner which always assigns UE to its nearest cells
providing best signal link. The advantage of NVS-RB is the ability of dynamic
adjustment for slicing resources based on incoming traffic therefore, however, both
NVS-RB and SR cannot provide any inter-tenant shareable PRBs to network once
the slicing process completes.
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The Monte Carlo based simulation is conducted in MATLAB and the derived
result data is evaluated at confidence level of 95%. The error margin of data
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Fig. 5.3 Throughput provided by IRRA, NVS-RB and SR for different network congestion
levels.
In this section, we first illustrate the system throughput performance of 6 SBSs
network where maximum 3 cells joint transmission is allowed. To be noted, in the
simulation we apply 10 PRBs (20% of total resources) as the inter-tenant sharing
ones, the α , among two tenants in network.
The Fig.5.3 shows the aggregated throughput of all the methods: IRRA algo-
rithm, NVS-RB and SR. As may be observed, the total throughput offered by all
the methods consistently increases with the increasing volume of UE traffic load.
However, as expected the throughput at last comes to a saturated status despite
which method is deployed. This happens because the aggregated UE data require-
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ment finally exceeds the capacity of available fronthauls and the PRB reusability
is at its limit. Without a doubt, the proposed IRRA algorithm is the last saturated
method compared with NVS-RB and SR in the highly congested traffic scenario
when network has around 80 UEs due to its fronthaul aware association and ad-
vanced inter-tenant reuse ability. The maximum throughput offered by IRRA in
this case is approximately 180.9 Mb/s compared with 161.1 Mb/s and 152.8 Mb/s
by NVS-RB and SR, respectively. According to this, the maximum throughput
gain provided by IRRA is 12.3% and 18.4% respectively compared with NVS-RB
and SR. The advantage of IRRA in this case is the more flexible PRB reuse be-
tween tenants which makes each tenant actually has higher PRB capacity for use
only if the interference level is tolerant. On the other hand, the IRRA algorithm al-
ways starts associate a UE to a least used SBS which potentially considers the limit
of fronthaul in those overloaded SBSs. As the result, IRRA can always provide
higher throughput in a more congested network scenario than NVS-RB and SR.
However, it is important to note that none of the three approaches could serve 100%
traffic in in the very congested environment due to the non-uniform distribution
of UEs appearance, translating to the extreme unbalanced traffic load among SBSs.
(2) Per UE Rate Performance
Apart from the aggregated system throughput performance, the performance
on individual user data rate is also a meaningful indicator for evaluating resource
allocation and user association method.
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(a) Per UE rate performance for Tenant A
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(b) Per UE rate performance for Tenant B
Fig. 5.4 Individual UE rate performance for both tenants at the most congested network
load scenario of 100 UEs.
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In Fig.5.4(a-b), we present the per user achievable rate based on their cumula-
tive distribution function (CDF) statistic at the most congested load scenario: 100
UEs in the network. The X-axis of the two figures indicates the achievable data
rate for the UEs and Y-axis indicates the cumulative percentage of total UEs with
the data rate less than the value at X-axis. For the sake of the difference in rate
requirement and presentation simplicity, the UE rate for tenant A and B is shown
separately in this case. In Fig.5.4(a), as may be observed, the 0.5 Mb/s data point
is where a satisfying rate for tenant A user starts to appear, which means the rate
under this value is seemed as failure signal link. At the 0.5 Mb/s point, there are
around 12.2% of total tenant A UEs without successful connection or satisfying
rate when deploying IRRA algorithm, which is slightly lower than 14.5% and 15%
offered by NVS-RB and SR, respectively. Translating that to the number of UEs,
this result interprets as that there might be 2 more UEs served with their required
data rate among 100 UEs thanks to the IRRA algorithm. Similarly, focusing on
the 2.5 MB/s point in Fig.5.4(b), there are approximately 34.5% of Tenant B UEs
cannot be served at all while applying IRRA compared to 41.8% and 42.2% by
NVS-RB and SR, respectively. According to this, this result indicates that there
might be up to 8 more high service rate UEs successfully served by network when
IRRA is deployed. The main reason for such per UE rate improvement in both




(3) Throughput Variation by Different Tenant Traffic Ratio
The aim of this section is to illustrate the influence on IRRA throughput
performance brought by varying tenant traffic ratio. The traffic ratio of Tenant A
(low requirement service) and B (high requirement service) in this case is varied
for the following: 1:2, 3:4, 4:3 and 2:1.
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Fig. 5.5 System throughput provided by IRRA under different tenant traffic ratios and in
different network congestion levels.
In Fig.5.5, the blue curve is the original 1:1 traffic ratio one for IRRA through-
put. As may be observed, the IRRA deployed system throughput for all traffic
ratios is increasing with the increasing load. Besides, among the different traffic
ratios, the aggregated throughput for each traffic scenario before their saturated
point (maximum throughput point) always ranks from highest to the lowest as, 1:2
tenant traffic ratio to 2:1 tenant traffic ratio. This is understandable since the more
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tenant B traffic in network means the higher aggregate throughput requirement for
network. However, the capacity of PRBs and the maximum interference level in
network is unchanged therefore except IRRA (2:1) all the throughput curves reach
the same saturated point, which is 180.9 Mb/s.
(4) Single Cell Transmission Study Case
This section introduces the comparison between throughput performance of
multi-cell transmission and single cell transmission. The goal of this study is
to explore the performance limit of our proposed IRRA algorithm without the
assistance of cooperative transmission.
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Similarly, Fig.5.6 shows the aggregated throughput of all the methods (IRRA
algorithm, NVS-RB and SR). In this case, different methods (dash curves) with
’SC’ indicate the ones using single cell transmission. As expected, the throughput
of all methods and transmission techniques climb with the rising of traffic load in
network. However, as mey be observed, the single cell transmission throughput
of all methods are all under-performed compared with those with multi-cell
transmission. This indicates the value of multi-cell transmission that throughput
is improved since some UEs lack of only small proportion of PRBs can usually
get compensated by their cooperative cells. In our simulation, the maximum joint
connection can be up to 3 SBSs but most of UEs can be served at their optimal
rate by only 2 SBSs joint transmission. In addition, all three methods with single
cell transmission reach their throughput saturated point earlier compare with their
counterparts, which means that in the very congested network scenario multi-
cell transmission can also improve the maximum throughput for network UEs.
An interesting finding is that the IRRA algorithm with single cell transmission
(the blue dash curve) not only outperforms NVS-RB and SR with single cell
transmission but also the SR with multi-cell transmission, and nearly reach the
performance of NVS-RB with multi-cell transmission. As can be seen, IRRA
single cell can offer around 158.9 Mb/s system throughput which is very close to
the one of multi cell NVS-RB, as 161.1 Mb/s, and is outperforming the one of
single cell NVS-RB and SR, as 134.6 Mb/s and 131.1 Mb/s respectively. From
the result, we can see that IRRA algorithm offers the efficient and satisfying
sub-optimal resource allocation and cell association that aggressively improve
system throughput with either multi-cell transmission or single cell transmission.
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(5) Inter-Tenant Sharing Depth Study
In this set of numerical investigations, we study the key parameter α in our
optimization scheme that potentially influence the throughput performance by
adjusting the inter-tenant resource sharing depth. As mentioned at the beginning
of System Evaluation, there are in total 10 PRBs can be shared between tenants in
simulation. To explore the upper-bound of inter-tenant sharing, we hereby set up
the range of sharing number from 0 (no sharing) to the value when no more gain
appears.
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Fig. 5.7 Throughput performance comparison between multi-cell and single cell transmis-
sion.
As can be seen, in Fig.5.7, the system throughput varies with the changing
of inter-tenant sharing PRBs amount at the most congested load scenario (100
UEs in network). As expected, the more available inter-tenant sharing resources
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in the network, the higher system throughput can be achieved. Though, finally
the throughput gain stops at 12 PRBs sharing scenario as the interference level
in the network is at its maximum. At this point, we can confirm that the optimal
inter-tenant sharing depth for achieving maximum throughput in the 50 PRBs
network environment is applying 12 PRBs. The 12 PRBs scenario achieves around
183.3 Mb/s throughput which is seemed as an aggressive 19.7% gain compared to
153.1 Mb/s achieved by no sharing scenario.
5.5.3 Optimality and Complexity Evaluation
In this section, we further present a small scale system simulation providing in-
sight of the optimality and complexity between optimal solutions and sub-optimal
solutions. The simulation was conducted based on a smaller size network topology
which includes 3 SBSs, 5 to 40 UEs traffic load, 20 available PRBs, totally 6
inter-tenant sharing PRB and 15 Mb/s fronthaul capacity with other parameters
unchanged in large scale system. The Fig.5.8 shows the system throughput per-
formance of IRRA algorithm, NVS-RB, SR and MILP optimal solution. The
optimal solution is calculated by MILP solver in MATLAB where a series of
relaxation and branching methods are applied. The trend of throughput gain for
all approaches is similar except the different saturated point of their maximum
achievable throughput. In addition, we can see that IRRA starts having wider
performance gap compared to optimal solution from 15 UE traffic load, which
means our proposed IRRA algorithm actually is more sensitive than optimal solu-
tion in terms of rising congestion level. In summary, the total gains in maximum
throughput brought by MILP optimal solution are approximately 19.9% and 23.2%
compared with NVS-RB and SR, respectively. On the other hand, the same gains
brought by IRRA in this simulation are approximately 11.8% and 14.9% compared
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Fig. 5.8 Throughput performance comparison between multi-cell and single cell transmis-
sion.
with NVS-RB and SR. In this small scale system, the throughput performance
gaps between IRRA and optimal solution are 8.1% and 8.3% for NVS-RB and
SR, though this gap can be slightly varied if the system scale changes. Table 5.2
concludes the findings and Table.5.3 shows an example of the scalability.
Table 5.2 AVERAGE ENHANCEMENT IN SMALL SCALE SIMULATION
Methods Complexity Gains on SR Gains on NVS-RB
Optimal NP-Hard 23.3% 19.9%
IRRA O(|I||C|L) 14.9% 11.8%
Besides, summarized by large scale of Monte-Carlo based simulations, the best
iteration number for IRRA to find as many sub-optimal solution as it can is around
350, which takes approximately 6 - 11 Minutes for a DELL 4 Cores computer
to calculate. Therefore, by sacrificing a reasonable loss in network performance,
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Table 5.3 VARIABLES AND CONSTRAINTS SIZE SCALABILITY





the IRRA algorithm is stable and efficient to offer sub-optimal solution to the
optimization problem.
5.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, a generalized future wireless network is considered and optimized.
The proposed optimization framework aims to allow more flexible inter-tenant
resource sharing under a diverse service rate requirement and limited SBSs fron-
thauls constraints. By embedding these constraints into the optimization formu-
lations, a well-rounded and practical wireless network can be optimized in the
form of MINLP. According to this, the proposed non linear problem is further
linearised by proposing a new interference threshold to the network system thus
the MILP solver and an efficient iterative randomized algorithm can be applied.
The numerical investigation is conducted in both large and small scale system
simulation. From the large scale system result, the IRRA algorithm shows a
obvious advantages in improving system throughput and per user rate compared to
NVS-RB and SR approaches. On the other hand, the small scale simulation also
illustrates the gap between the IRRA performance and MILP optimal solution.
The trade off between optimality and operation complexity suggests that IRRA can
be seemed as a solid and efficient approach for solving the optimization problem.
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In terms of network engineering, this work contributes a novel solution to
optimize resource assignment within a virtual network environment. Since realistic
network design considerations (front-haul capacity and central BBU capacity) have
been taken into account, this work can be referred to practical network engineering
with further improvement. The potential improvement could be similar to the
work in Chapter 4, the uplink resource sharing. As long as there is a way to easily
instruct end users or their SPs to systematically re-use the spare resources, this





This thesis dives deep in 5G future wireless network architecturing by proposing
a set of optimization frameworks, network planning strategies and system level
embeddable algorithms. The main research gaps discovered and solved by this
thesis include potential optimization in control plane load balancing, overhead
signal, efficient resource sharing between network tenants and resource assignment
with consideration of fronthaul engineering limitation. Literatures that provide
broad view for this thesis and main contributions in Chapter 2 to 5 are reviewed as
follows.
In Chapter 2, a comprehensive review on the background and related existing
state of the arts and concepts with respect to the current 5G wireless network
development is conducted. Popular 5G architecturing frameworks such as the
cloud-RAN architecure and SDN are introduced in details. In addition, the widely
used network virtualization technologies are illustrated by reviewing the devel-
opment and application of virtual networks and NFV. Besides, the recent trendy
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state of the arts focusing on network slicing, resource scheduling and resource
allocation are also reviewed as the inspiration of technical works in the thesis
At last, a brief introduction of Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) is
presented which is applied as the fundamental modelling tool to the optimization
works in this thesis.
In Chapter 3, a novel network functional decomposed topology and control
plane signal optimization framework are proposed based on the present SDN
architecture. The control plan load optimization focuses on optimally reducing
the potential inter-SBS handover rate and balancing the control signal load in
network operation. The optimization problem is formulated in the form of MILP
and the performance of which indicates a satisfying reduction in handover rate
compared to a classic greedy based approach. Meanwhile, the load balancing is
also achieved in the numerical results compared to the same greedy approach. In
addition, the trade off between handover and load balancing optimization is also
investigated, which achieves a standard Pareto frontier.
In Chapter 4, by studying the current state of the arts and principles of network
architecturing, an optimization framework to flexibly share and reuse the OFDMA
(Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access) based physical resource block
(PRB) among tenants in a virtualized wireless network is proposed. In the opti-
mization problem, two different resource sharing operations are further introduced
and defined mathematically. In addition, the optimization framework is linked to
advanced downlink transmit power control, in this case, extra sharing opportunities
can be achiever. Due to the high complexity occurred in the problem, two efficient
algorithms are designed to solve the problem without the curse of complexity. The




In Chapter 5, the inter-tenant resource sharing is brought to a more practical
level in terms of network engineering. The realistic wireless topology considers
diverse user rate among different SPs, limited fronthaul capacity, and multi-point
transmission. Based on the previous inter-tenant resource sharing framework, a
novel service aware resource sharing framework with load balance is defined and
linearized.
6.2 Thesis Contributions
In abstract, the main concerns in this thesis originates from difficulties in handling
high demand and complexity of future 5G networks. In order to tackle these
issues, a high degree of cell densification in multi-layer networks topology is
deemed as mainstream in wireless networks engineering, which would result in
an explosion in the utilization of various spectrum frequencies and radio resource
sharing to increase the overall spatial capacity, users QoS and wireless resource
usage efficiency. In that scenario, there is a need to embed quality wireless access
networks optimization scheme to current networks engineering, which is the
motivation for this thesis.
However, networks optimization must come with practical consideration in
engineering aspect. Therefore, by reviewing recent networks engineering standards
and state of the arts, research in this thesis uncovered certain research gaps
and found a way to tackle them without losing generality and novelty. To link
optimization to realistic networks design environment, SDN and C-RAN based
architecture have been considered as the main workplace for operation. The
independent control plane in these networks is the key to realize optimization
because its capability in controlling a whole network from top to bottom.
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Based on the current architecture design and the use of centralized controller,
networks resource assignment and control functions can be realized efficiently.
However, the traffic stimulated control load itself is a challenge to networks owners
and users. Therefore, this thesis naturally considers a potential optimization
framework that could both reduce handover signal and balance the control load
among control planes.
Apart from control aspect, networks resources sharing to different service ten-
ants is also considered as a tricky task in 5G access networks research. Regarding
to this, this thesis provides an inter-tenant resource sharing optimization scheme
that offers network tenants a reasonable flexibility in resource utilization or slicing.
In current research, there is no such flexible inter-tenant resource sharing that can
be performed by optimization computing or efficient customized algorithms. In
realistic scenarios, the proposal ensures the satisfying gains in system performance
by applying different scalable algorithms.
Besides, this work has been well improved in the service aware resource al-
location framework in Chapter 5, where some important networks engineering
constraints have been introduced. Therefore, this thesis sees the service aware
resource allocation framework as the most advanced and comprehensive opti-
mization framework from the evolution. Since this optimization scheme includes
practical engineering concerns like central BBU capacity and fronthaul capac-
ity, future 5G networks deployment would be able to embed this scheme to the
networks function.
In general, these optimziation frameworks can operate in either centralized or
distributed basis, depends on network topology and traffic conditions. For relative
smaller networks, one single central controller would be enough to deal with all
the issue centrally. However, for very large scale networks with very volatile
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traffic, some distributed controller can be implemented to certain hot traffic areas.
In that case, distributed operation for these optimization frameworks is required.
In addition to that, the variables in these optimization frameworks can come from
both networks infrastructure owners (such as fronthaul capacity and BBU capacity)
and service providers (such as SINR for certain services and data rate requirement).
The network controller would be responsible for this type of data transmission and
mutual understanding between real networks owners and virtual networks owners.
In summary, three optimization frameworks proposed in this thesis contributes
a set of solutions and strategies focused on certain networks engineering related
issues in 5G networks development. Based on the powerful MILP modelling,
optimal solution can be achieved or expected for all frameworks, and realistic
network constraints are well quantified. These optimization works can be a
useful reference to 5G network engineering at the moment. In addition, the
heuristic based algorithms developed in these works can also be related to certain
telecommunication engineering projects, especially those working on automatic
network control and planning in C-RAN or SDN.
6.3 Future Extensions From This Thesis
Although the performance of controller handover and load management scheme is
satisfying in numerical investigation, there are still some issues that might require
further research in future works. One issue is that there is need to test the proposed
framework with more realistic data such as average overhead signal in Mb/s
or Kb/s. Another issue could be the algorithms development for this proposed
optimization framework. As can be seen in Chapter 3, the numerical investigation
of the optimization problem is tested in a relative small scale network environment.
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The potential scale of real network problem could be several times higher than the
experiment size. Therefore, new efficient algorithms shall be design for this control
load optimization scheme. Besides, this scheme only considers handover events
between different macro controllers rather than including intra-macro handover
events, hence further extension can be add more variables related to both inter and
intra-macro handover to refine the framework.
The main issue occurred in resource sharing scheme is how to reduce the
gap between hard to achieve optimal solutions and the algorithm based sub-
optimal solutions. Further research based on this type of trade off between optimal
performance and system complexity will be an interesting study. Besides, as
mentioned in Chapter 4 and 5, uplink resource optimization would also be a future
extensions, although uplink signals can be more complicated than downlinks. The
distinguish between uplink optimization and downlink optimziation can be in terms
of constraints, variables and system complexity. Research on these distinguish can
be intuitive for plotting a broad understanding in 5G networks resource sharing. At
last, due to these optimization frameworks operate in a semi-dynamic basis which
assumes traffics stays static for a short window in experiment, more dynamic
based optimization would be a massive improvement. However, this might require
a complete refining in optimization models, for instance, if optimization turns into
a stochastic optimization problem which adds in variables of random traffics.
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